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ABSTRACT 10213
EC 01 0213 ED 018 898
Publ. Date 67 79p.
Candland. Douglas K.: Manning. Sidney
Alpern
Studying Learning Patterns in Mental
Retardates,
Bucknell Univ.. Lewisburg. Pa.
EDRS mf .he

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: learning: rein-
forcement .. children: learning characteris-
tics: educable mentally handicapped:
trainable mentally handicapped: custodial
mentally handicapped: intelligence level:
learning processes: retention: memory:
recall (psychological): performance fac-
tors: performance tests: rewards: task
performance: time factors (leuning):
verbal learning: perceptual motor learn-
ing: males: females: learning processes:
cognitive processes

Five experiments were conducted in an
attempt to isolate specific learning pat-
tern., in children of varying degrees of
mental retardation and to contribute to
the knowledge of the phylogenetic dee-
lopment of intelligence. Factors studied
were those known to influence learning
in normal children and adultskind of
reinforcement (vertrl or physical), delay
of reward. shift of reinforcement, in-
tertrial interval. tind reminiscence. The
subjects were male and' female institu-
tionalized retarded children. aged 8 to
18. and classified as mildly, moderately.
or severely retarded. Groups varied in
size, and were evaluated in the comple-
tion of motor or verbal tasks (pursuit
motor. pegboard. memory drum tasks).
Conclusions drawn from the series of
motor task experiments were as follow--
(1) males generally achieve a perform-
ance level significantly superior to fem-
ales. (2) different rewards do lead to sig-
nificant differentiation in performance.
(3) delay of reward does not have a sig-
nificant effect on the performance of re-
tardates when a sensory reward (such as
light) is used. (4) mild retardates perform
at a level significantly superior to moder-
ate retardates. and both groups are supe-
rior to severe retardates. (5) the expected
elation and depression as a result of a
shift in reinforcement do not appear to
occur in retardates. although these sub-
jects do show an interest effect or im-
provement in performance following any
shift in reinforcement. (6) the length of
intertrial interval does not significantly
affect the performtmce of retardates
when intervals of 10 seconds or less are
used. (7) retardates do not show a remin-
iscence effect in verbal learning, but
there is some indication that the remin-
iscence does occur in motor learning.
and (8) age. IQ. and mental age cannot
be used as accurate predictors of per-.
formance on either verbal or motor
tasks. Data are presented in 17 tables

Edneahk Mentally HandicappedRem:arch

ABSTRACTS

and 12 figures. A bibliography lists 103
items. (DF)

ABSTRACT 10282
EC 01 0282 ED 017 087
Publ. Date 66 203p.
'killer. Warren R. and Others
Mid-Life Attainment of the Mentally
Retarded, a Longitudinal Study.
Nebraska University. Lincoln
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: adjustment (to
environment): longitudinal studies: case
records: economic status: employment

followup studies: marital status:
slow learners: social status

Mentally retarded. slow learning, and
normal subjects who had been ovaluated
during the 1930's were located. Their
present status and functioning were re-
ported and the study searched for rea-
sons for the subjects different levels of
life adjustment. Over 400 of the original
subjects were located. They were in their
middle fifties at the time of this study.
Each subject was interviewed or re-
sponded to a life history questionnaire.
Social status was evaluated. A sample
was given intelligence tests. Results indi-
cated that the mentally retarded group
had a higher death rate than thc other
two groups. The mentally retarded group
members were more likely to live alone
and ako had a higher divorce rate.
Although the mentally retarded group
had shown steady improvement in self
support over the years. their unemploy-
ment rate was still above the national
average. All groups were generally law
abiding. Those subjects in the mentally
retarded group tended not to participate
as much socially as subjects in the other
two groups. No significant gains in intel-
ligence had been made by any group.
The low group had had fewer desirable
experiences. Case studies of successful
(four males, four females) and unsuc-
cessful (four males, four females) sub-
jects from the low group are presented.
Factors relating to their successful and
unsuccessful life adjustments are dis-
cussed. t:ecommendations are made
about the mentally retarded and about
further research. Questionnaires used are
reproduced. Data is presented in 120 lit-
bles. The bibliography lists 33 items.
This paper was published as an article in
Genetic Psychology Monographs, Vol-
ume 75. second half. pages 235-329. May
1967. (JA)

ABSTRACT 10328
EC 01 0328 ED 012 141
Publ. Date 05 Jan 67 262p.
Goheen. Royal L.
The Development and Evaluation of
Three Types of Physical Education
Programs for Educable Mentally Re-
tarded Boys. Final Report.
Boston Univ.. Massachusetts. School of

Educ.
EDRS raf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional rhild research:
mentally handicapped: physical educa-
tion: educable mentally handicapped:
psychomotor skills: athletics: males: ado-
lescents: children: physical fitness: social
adjustment: Latchaw Motor Achieve-
ment Test: AAHPER Youth Fitness Bat-
tery: Corvell Social Adjustment Index

Three physical education programs, skill
oriented, play oriented, and freeplay
oriented, were developed. These pro-
grams were examined initially by seven
experts and then subjected to a pilot
study. The revised programs were taught
by research assistants to six experimen-
tal groups which included 82 boys at two
state schools for the mentally retarded.
The instructional period was 39 class
hours (13 weeks) in duration exclusive of
time taken for purposes of evaluation.
The programs were evaluated on the ba-
sis of pretests and posttests which ascer-
tained achievement levels in items relat-
ing to physical fitness. motor ability. and
social adjustment. Major conclusions
were (1) that the skill oriented groups at
both schools indicated significant im-
provement in a greater number of test
items than did the others. (2) that these
same two groups indicated a more uni-
form improvement in motor ability items.
(3) that the skill oriented group at one
school indicated significantly better per-
formances than the other groups at that
school in the pull-ups and volleyball wall
volley. (4) that both the skill oriented
and free-play group at this school were
significantly better than the play oriented
group in the basketball wall pass. A ma-
jor recommendation is that a skill orient-
ed physical education program, similar to
the one developed in this study, be uti-
lized for educable menthlly retarded
boys. (UM)

ABSTRACT 10329
EC 01 0329 ED 014 824
Publ. Date 18 Nov 66 206p.
Cotter. Harold M.: McKinney, James D.
Cognitive Training with Retarded
Children. Part 1. Final Report.
North Carolina St. Univ., Raleigh
OEG-32-43-0530-5028
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: cognitive process-
es: achievement: educable mentally
handicapped: concept formation: cogni-
tive development: adolescents: children:
cognitive tests: concept teaching: curric-
ulum guides: intellectual development:
development: intelligence tests .. learning
activities: productivity: Stanford Binet
Intelligence Scale: Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children: Illinois Test of Psy-
cholinguistic Abilities: California
Achievement Test: Corter McDonald
Similarities Differences Test



The major purpose of this research was
to determine whether training in specific
cognitive processes is effective in in-
creasing the cognitive functioning of re-
tarded children. In phase I of the pro-
ject, 51 educable retarded and 18 normal
subjects received a 20-day program in
similarities-differences concept formation
and were compared with 42 educable
retarded and 24 normal control subjects.
Change scores for the experimental and
control groups on 30 test variables. in-
cluding concept formation. reasoning,
intelligence, and achievement tests. were
compared by t tests and a multivariate
analysis of variance. The hypothesis
concerning improvement in concept for-
mation was strongly sustained. Also
gains were observed in related areas of
reasoning and, to a lesser extent, in ver-
bal areas. Hypotheses of change in gen-
eral intelligence and achievement were
not sustained when simihirities-differ-
ences effects were removed, although a
general trend in favor of the experimen-
tal groups was noted. In phase 2. 16

educable retarded and 16 bright normal
subjects received a 20-day program in
cognitive flexibility and were compared
to 16 control subjects in each group by a
2 X 2 factorial design. Change was mea-
sured by a flexibility test battery com-
posed of five subtests and the Stanford-
Binet Intelligence Scale. Significant im-
provement in the predicted direction was
found for both test variables. In phase 3.
a test and training program in the area of
productivity-responsiveness mis devel-
oped to the tryout stage. Appendixes in-
clude day by day plans for (1) the simi-
larities-differences concept formation
training program. (2) the cognitive flexi-
bility training program. and (3) a teachers
manual of the productivity-responsive
training program. The factor analysis of
the flexibility tests and the cognitive
training experimental test battery are in-
cluded. A bibliography cites 44 items.
(AA)

ABSTRACT 10416
EC 01 0416 ED 014 190
Publ. Date Aug 67 I65p.
Higgins. Con.Well; Rusch. Reuben R.
Development and Evaluation of Auto-
Instructional Programs in Arithmetic
for the Educable Mentally Handi-
capped. Final Report.
Albany Public Schools. New York
EDRS mf.he

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mathematics; mentally handicapped: pro-
gramed instruction: educable mentally
handicapped; autoinstructional programs;
arithmetic; teaching machines; audiovi-
sual programs: children: experimental
programs: program development: pro-
gram evaluation; program materials: pro-
gramed units; Audio Visual Manipulative
Desk

The purpose of this project was (1) to
develop educational media for teaching
educable mentally handicapped (EMH)
children arithmetic concepts and (2) to
evaluate the developed programed in-
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stmetional materials. During the firs:
phase of the study the activities were
devoted toward accomplishing the first
purpose. developing the equipment and
materials. Several devices and combina-
tions of devices were used during the
trial period. The device finally devel-
oped, referred to as the audio-visual
manipulative (AVM ) desk, presents in-
formation oh a screen through the use of
a slide projector. Audio messages are
transmitted through earphones and a

speaker. and the child manipulates ob-
jects or writes on the response surface.
Twenty-one different sequential arithme-
tic programs were developed for the
desk for teaching EMH children skill
sequences in arithmetic. Desk adminis-
tered tests were also developed to assess
the child's understanding of these con-
cepts. Other materials developed include
(I) a manual of instructions for teachers
(which includes the program objectives)
and (2) reinforcement materials for class-
room use. During the evaluation phase of
the study, four separate field studies
were conducted. The results of these
studies show that (1) the AVM system
was an effective variable in producing
differential results. (2) going through
programs twice did produce higher post-
test scores than going through the pro-
grams once. (3) the system could be used
effectively in a classroom setting under
the supervision of classroom teachers,
and (4) programs developed for EMH
eididren were not appropriate for traina-
ble mentally handicapped children. The
appendixes include detailed information
on the desk and arithmetic programs.
Twenty-three references are listed. (AA)

ABSTRACT 10417
EC 01 0417 ED 019 780
Publ. Date Mar 67 68p,
Ross. Sheila A.
Improving the Social Behavior of
Young, Educable Mental Retardates.
Final Report.
Palo Alto Med. Res. Found.. California
0EG-446-068149-1552
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
meutally handicapped: behavior; cogni-
tive processes: educable mentally handi-
capped: social change: interpersonal
competence: training techniques; instruc-
tional media: logical thinking

To increase the young educable mental
retardate's knowledge of appropriate so-
cial responses, a training program was
designed utilizing the practical syllogism.
Subject groups, aged 3-9 to 10-3. includ-
ed (I) 32 educable mental retardates with
a mean IQ of 66. divided into control
and experimental groups of 16 each. (2)
16 average children with 1Q's of 90 to
110 or in the 50th to 60th percentile on
group readiness and ability tests. and (3)
16 above average children with 1Q's of
125 to 145 or above the 90th percentile
on the same group tests. Both the retard-
ed groups were given 120 training inci-
dents using doll play, live models, pup-
pets, and film slides. Training for the

experimental (E) group was in responses
to six common types of social situations
such as asking for assistance or respond-
ing to disapproval. Training for the con-
trol (C) group was in verbal and prob-
lem-solving skills. The average group
received no training. Pretests and post-
tests measured logic and social behavior.
Results indicated that (1) after training
the E-group was significantly higher than
the C-group on logical thinking (p less
than .05) and social behavior (p less than
A)005). (2) although the C-group scored
lower than the E-group after iraining, it
scored significantly higher after training
than before on logical thinking (p less
than .05) and social behavior (p less than
.01), (3) before training the retardzd
groups scored significantly lower than
the average group on logic (p equals
,000 and social belmvior (p equals
,0005). and (4) after training the E-group
scored significantly lower than the aver-
age group on logic (p less than .005) but
higher on social behavior (p less than
05). Results thus confirmed the hy-
potheses that (I) retarded children have
less skill in logical thinking and know-
ledge of social behavior than average
children, and (2) with training, retarded
children can improve in logical thinking
and may reach or surpass the level of
average children in knowledge of social
behaVior in specific commonly occurring
situations. (AA/M Y)

ABSTRACT 10503
EC 01 0503 ED 022 270
Publ. Date Nov 65 I39p.
Katz, Elias
An Independent Living Rehabilitation
Program for Seriously Handicapped
Mentally Retarded Adults. Final Re-
port.
San Francisco Aid Retarded Children.
California
Vocational Rehabilitation Administration
(DHEW), Washington. D. C.
EDRS mf.hc
RD-902-P

Descriptors: exceptional child research;
mentally handicapped; vocational reha-
bilitation: program planning: adjustment
(to environment): educable mentally
handicapped: trainable mentally handi-
capped: interpersonal competence: young
adults; vocational training centers: com-
munity programs: program evaluation

The Independent Living Rehabilitation
Program provided non-residential com-
munity rehabilitation to meet the person-
al. vocational. and social needs of seri-
ously mentally handicapped young
adults. After both ah initial and an 8-
week evaluation period. 75 enrollees
were admitted for up to 2 years of train-
ing. Of the 75. 57 percent were classified
as educable. 40 percent as trainable, and
the remainder as mild (IQ over "9. Half
were under 20 years of age. 01 the 56
enrollees who completed the program's
work-training experiences and social
services. 13 were vocationally rehabilitat-
ed and 23 were placed in the Adult
Training Center with only limited provi-

Exceptional Child Bibliography Serie,



sion for gainful employment. Although
there was no change in social competen-
cy ratings, sonic improvements were
noted in a greater independence. thc use
of social services, and global ratings.
Information on the program is given
concerning influences. admission. refer-
ral sources, enrollees, and effect. Areas
of program organization detailed arc di-
rect and supportive services, traiging and
social services, the community. staffing
and administrative tasks, and program
evaluation procedures. Also provided are
a 53-item bibliography. 27 tables (on the
enrollees' characteristics, backgrounds.
and progress ratings), three case studies.
and a social competency rating scale.
(I3W)

ABSTRACT 10636
EC 01 0636 E D 024 196
Publ. Date Jun fi8 87p.
Bijou. Sidney W.
Research in Remedial Guidance of
Young Retarded Children with Behav-
ior Problems Which Interfere with
Academic Learning and Adjustment.
Final Report.
Illinois University. Urbana
Office of F.ducation (DHEW). Washing-
ton, D. C.. Bureatt of Research
EDRS mf.he
OEG-32-23-1020-6002
I3R-5-0961

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
behavior: preschotil children; mentally
handicapped: reinforcement; teacher
education: teaching methods: behavior
change: operant conditioning: motiva-
tion: programed instruction: reading:
writing: mathematics: parent participa-
tion

A 4-year research project developed a
preschool program for exceptional child-
ren unable to attend public school but
not needing to be institutionaiized on the
basis of empirical behavioral principles.
Children were referred from agencies
and 'most had already unsuccessfully
used special school services. The aver-
age age was 5-5 years. average IQ was
83. and average mental age 4-3 years:
scores on the Wide Range Achievement
Test averaged early kindergarten level.
Utilizing special features in the physical
plant, curriculum. and operation of the
school. behavioral principles were ap-
plied to weaken behaviors interfering
with academic learning and to strengthen
desirable social and intellectual behav-
iors. Reading. writing, and arithmetic
programs were developed as well as pro-
cedures for maintaining motivation for
learning. Specific techniques were ap-
plied to modify the behavior of aggres-
sive, shy. and speech deficient children.
Investigators v..orked with parents at
home. and the parents supplemented the
nursery program. Objectives and proce-
dures of a teacher training program arc
specified; a bibliography with 23 entries.
a list of 10 publications resulting from
this research. samples of program studies
from the first 2 years. case studies, and
eight figures arc included. (Author/SN)
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ABSTRACT 10652
EC 01 0652 ED 023 243
Publ. Date Dee 67 9Ip.
Ross. Dorothea
The Use of Games to Facilitate the
Learning of Basic Number Concepts in
Preschool Educable Mentally Retard-
ed Children.
Stanford University. California
Offiee of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton, D. C.. Bureau of Research
EDRS mf.hc
OEG-4-6-062263-1585
BR-6-2263

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: recreation: nnithe-
matics: teaching methods: children: test
reliability: test results: motivation; in-
structional materials: behavior change;
group behavior: attention control: educa-
ble mentally handicapped: group tests:
educational games

Group games were used to teach basic
number concepts to educable mentally
retarded children. The number concepts
were integral but incidental to the inten-
tional teaching of game skills. Subjects
were 21 boys and 19 girls from eight
classes, free of gross defects (means
were IQ equals 66.22. age equals 7,9,
mental age equals 5.11). and matched in
pairs for chronological age. mental age.
IQ. and scores on pre-experimental tests
of number concepts. game skills, prefer-
ence for social play, and voluntary social
participation in school. The experimental
group or 20 participated 100 minutes a
week in a 9-month game program: the
control group. also 20. attended a tradi-
tional math program: and both were test-
ed at the middle and end of this period.
The experimental group scored higher op
both .mid-experimental (p less than .003)
and post-experimental (p less than .0003)
measures on the Number Knowledge
Test (test reliability equak 98% on Form
A and 93% on Form 13). higher on the
post-experimental measure (p less than
.002) on the spontaneous use of quantita-
tive terms, antl made fewer errors on
both the mid-experimental (p less than
.0005) and post-experimental (p less than
.0005) tests on General Game Skilk (test
reliability equals 91%). Game and model-
ing procedures and attention directing
variables (use of excitement and re-
wards) are suggested as teaching tech-
niques for retarded children. and a hand-
book for teaching game skills is included.
(Author/SN)

ABSTRACT 10826
EC 01 0826 ED 025 885
Publ. Date Sep 68 I36p.
Bonfield. John R.
Predictors of Achievement for Educa-
ble Mentally Retarded Children. Final
Report.
Pennsylvania State University. Universi-
ty Park
O(11ce of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C.. Bureau of Research
EDRS mf.he
0EG-0-8-082082-3593(032)
I3R-8-2082

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: tests: achieve-
ment: educable mentally handicapped:
institutionalized (persons): individual
tests: group tests: predictive ability (test-
ing): reading achievement; achievement
tests: ttrithmetk: predictive validity: ;tile
differences: reading: testing

A study of institutionalized educable
mentally handicapped children (EMR's
aged 6-7 to 12-6) was designed to evalu-
ate the use of subtest combinations and
learning tasks as predictors of achieve-
ment compared to single individual and
group tests. Fifty-one subjects received a
pretest battery of six individual tests.
one group test. three learning tasks, and
the criterion achievement measures of
three subtests from the Wide Range
Achievement Tests (WRAT) and the
New York Achievement Tests (NYAT).
After 7 months the learning tasks.
WRAT. and NYAT were readministered.
Results indicated that overall achieve-
ment of young institutionalized EMR's
will be predicted with higher validity
both by a combination of the Auditory-
Vocal Association and Auditory-Vocal
Automatic subtests from the Illinois
Tests of Psycholinguistic Abilities, the
Picture Vocabulary subtest from the Pic-
torial Test of Intelligence, and the Num-
ber Facility and Perceptual Speed sub-
tests from the Primary Mental Abilities
Test (correlation coefficient equals .779),
and by a regression equation developed
from a multiple regression analysis of
selected subtests than by any individual
or group test. The better predictors of
achievement for the oldest group were
subtests which can be administered to
groups; individual administered tests
were better predictors at younger ages.
(RP)

ABSTRACT 10844
EC 01 0844 ED 002 762
Publ. Date 58 I72p.
Johnson, G. Orville
Comparative Studies of Some Learn-
ing Characteristics M Mentally Re-
tarded and Normal Children of the
Same Mental Age.
Syracuse University. New York
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C.
EDRS mf.hc
OEC-SAE-6416 CRP-091

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped; learning; average
students: eomparative analysis: compara-
tive testing: elementary grades: children:
learning characte ristics

Information was obtained concerning
basic learning characteristics of retarded
children using, insofar as possible. mate-
rials with which they have had little or
no previous familiarity. Subjects were 30
mentally retarded and an equal number
of normal children ranging from 8 tn 9
years in mental age. Each subject was
given standardized lists of nonsense syl-
lables; tests involving cancellation of se-
lected numbers in a series of six-place
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numbers: assembly tasks: and object.
picture. and work problems of reasoning.
The data were analyzed through standard
statistical analyses of differences be-
tween groups. and individual data sheets
were analyzed and charted to note indi-
vidual similarities and differences. It was
concluded that the learning rate of men-
tally handicapped children is at least
equal to that of normal children of the
same mental age or developmental level.
Thus a group of mentally handicapped
children will be able to learn specific
skills at that developmental level at least
equally well and equally rapidly.
However. it will take the mentally handi-
capped group approximately 1 1/2 years
to develop as much intellectually as
normal children develop in a year. Since
the present series of studies was largely
theoretical in nature, a parallel series
concerned with tasks involving academic
learning should follow. (GC)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: adjustment (to
environment): vocational adjustment:
adults: -emotional adjustment: personal
adjustment: social adjustment: adjust-
ment problems: marital status: self con-
cept: self esteem: role conflict: family
relationship .. employer employee relation-
ship: friendship

The research staff contamd 53 mentally
handicapped patients (mean age 34.3.
mean IQ 65.3: 28 women. 25 men) dis-
charged from a state hospital training
and rehabilitation program. The 48 who
cooperated were interviewed and studied
for the ways in which they managed
their lives and perceived themselves. No
difference was found between the suc-
cess and community adjustment by those
above or below an IQ c f 70. None of
those studied would admit to mental re .
tardation. and all had built stories to
excuse their mentai and social incompet-
ence and their hospital stay, and to main-
tain their self esteem. Their sterilization
was a major factor in the inadequate self
concept but not in marital adjustment
itself: sexual behavior did not differ from
that of the general population. Nine of
the 20 men were married, two to normal
wives whom they supported. and 20 of
the 28 women were married, 16 to nor-
mal men. Benefactors were found to be
present and necessary in WI cases to as-
sist the ex-patients in coping with life
and basic needs, and generally aided
them to pass as normal. Motivation of
benefactors always involved ahruistic
reasons and usually practical ones: 12

were supervisors in sanitariums or res-
taurants which regularly recruited those
dkcharged from the state hospital: 13

were spouses or lovers, most of whom
enjoyed a dominant relationship: 10 were
dose relatives: and .10 were neighbors or
landladies. (SN)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: achievement:
tests: educable mentally handicapped:
predictive validity: student characteris-
tics: student motivation: academic
achievement: comparative analysis: fac-
tor analysis: youth programs: personali-
ty: training: males: young adults: ques-
tionnaires

The habilitation tif educable mentally
retarded (EMR) youth was studied to
determine the effectiveness of predictor
variables. Tests and interviews by ques-
tionnaires were made on five groups of
youths With 25 in each group. Data were
analyzed to determine the relative
weights of each variable and measure.
Differences among the experimental
groups were tested and comparisons
made with the control sample.
Conclusions were the following:
personality aspects were interrelated:
measures, of personality and cognitive
attributes were valid predictors of suc-
cess: and EMR youths participating in a
training program achieved and were
more successful than those who had little
or no training. Recommendations were
made to modify the battery of predictor
instruments for screening use and ex-
plore the relationship between character
development and success. (RS)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: family (sociologi-
cal unit): parent attitudes: mental retar-
dation: children: parent child relation-
ship: parent responsibility: child rearing:
family problems: factor analysis: motiva-
tion techniques: rewards: parent educa-
fion: interviews: educable mentally hand-
icapped: trainable mentally handicapped:
parent school relationship: self evalua-
tion: attitudes

Positive and negative aspects of rearing
mental retardates were identified and

measured during this study by examina-
tions of parental attitudes and how these
attitudes often affect the daily behavior
and learning readiness of children while
in school. Behavioral factors of the indi-
vidual child were analyzed and compared
with statistics covering family status and
stability, and both considerations were
investigated as relative contributors to
parental attitude. The sample was drawn
from parents of 400 mentally retarded
children. varying in mental ability and
family-school environments and repre-
senting a wide range of social, economic,
and cultural influences. The data were
gathered through direct interviews with
the parents. Findings indicated that most
pertinent in an index of family accept-
ance or integration were those qualities
in the parents themselves related to high
self esteem. Nw child rearing anxiety,
low sex anxiety, high husband-uife
agreement on child rearing techniques.
low feelings of self blame. and high
affectional interchange between the child
and both parents. Further research was
indicated in the areas of parent counsel-
ing and parent-school interaction and
coo peration. (i H)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
disadvantaged youth: preschool children:
adjustment (to environment): achieve-
ment: mentally handicapped: language
de...dopment: motor development: social
development: intellectual development:
educable mentally handicapped: slow
learners: culturally disadvantaged: pres-
chool programs: kindergarten children:
educational diagnosis: curriculum: curric-
ulum development: curriculum evalua-
tion: cognitive processes: psychological
patterns

A study investigated the effectiveness of
a 1-year diagnostic preschool curriculum
in improving regular school adjustment
and achievement of 142 psychosocially
deprived children (age S. IQ's 53 to 85).
In each of 3 years. approximately 15

children were placed into an experimen-
tal preschool. a kindergarten contrast. or
an at-home contrast group. Curriculum
procedures were designed to remedy
specifically diagnosed deficits in the
areas of intelligence. language, motor,
and social development. By the end of
the treatment year. the experimental
groups ranked significantly higher than
the contrast groups in all of the areas
named above. Followup study through
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the second grade for the 1st year group
and through the first grade for the 2nd
year group indicated that the groups no
longer differed significantly in any area
except that of social development, which
continued to he higher for the experi-
mental groups, School academic achieve-
ment appeared not to h, related to over-
all IQ change. hut rather to specific intel-
lectual processes that contributed to the
IQ change: that is. if children made gains
on items related to memory, vocabulary.
and motor development, the prognosis
for their first grade academic success
was better than if they made gains on
hems related to concept formation and
abstract reasoning. (Author/JD)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: audiovisual in-
struction: teaching methods: learning
characteristics: educable mentally handi-
capped: student attitudes: instructional
films: secondary school students: con-
cept formation

Three varied films designed to test film
learning abilities were shown to 402 men-
tally retarded children in 21 junior and
senior high public schools (mean ages 13-
2 and 15-10. mean IQ's 67.9 and 69.2
respectively). All children were tested
orally and individually in the categories
of factual learning. attitudinal learning.
and concept learning. Pre-post gains on
factual learning questions for all three
films were significant beyond the .001
level. Pre-post differentials for attitudinal
learning were highly significant: concept
learning was measured only in posttest-
ing with adequate to good results.
Conclusions drawn from the results were
as follows: story films can teach con-
cepts of behavior effectively: films need
not he short: animation does not teach
better than live photography: story line is
more important than humor and audio
and visual cueing: and color is no more
effective than black and white. Further
coneiusions were that retarded children
could generalize rules of behavior from
ideas and stories presented visually:
children of very limited intelligence
could describe filmed actions but could
not derive concepts: and factual learning
increased when the film was shown
twice. (LE)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: perceptual motor
coordination: testing: evaluation meth-
ods: tniinable mentally handicapped:
educable mentally handicapped: mongol-
ism: body image: physical activities: pre-
dictive ability (testing): test reliability:
sex differences: age differences: racial
differences

To evaluate six perceptual-motor attrib-
utes of trainable and educable mentally
retarded children. a battery of tests was
constructed which included body percep-
tion. gross agility, balance. locomotur
ability, throwing, and tracking: 83 retard-
ed subjects provided reliability data. and
their scores, with those of 120 additional
subjects. provided normative data. The
educable mentally retarded (EMR) and
educationally handicapped (EH) groups
were significantly superior in all tests to
the trainable mentally retarded and
Down's Syndrome groups. especiaHy
when vision and movement were paired..
The Down's Syndrome group evidenced
the most marked perceptual-motor defi-
ciencies. EH children had poorer crawl-
ing and walking patterns than the
EMR's. and these two groups functioned
best during late childhood and early ado-
lescence. Children with Down's Syn-
drome made continual improvement with
increased age in tracking ability, gross
agility, and in body-part perception. The
majority of all subjects had difficulty
making left-right identifications relative
to their bodies. The correlation between
IQ's and total battery scores (based on
37 IQ's) was .63 while the age to total
score correlation was .54. (RJ)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: mathematics: test-
ing: teaching methods: educable mentally
handicapped: item analysis: arithmetic
curriculum: test construction: test relia-
bility: test validity: intelligence factors:
academic achievement

The purposes of the study were to inves-
tigate the effects of the combination of a
trained teacher and a planned program
on the problem solving abilities of men-
tally handicapped children, to develop
measures of verbal problem solving
(IDES) and arithmetic understanding
(PUT). and to analyze the interrela-
tionships among primary mental abilities
and various combinations of achievement
tests. A leacher tfaining workshop pre-
sented for 10 evenings focused on the
organization and use of 86 lessons in
nine units for 18 weeks. Teacher meth-

ods concentrated on developing under-
standing through the solution of prob-
lems which originated in the classroom.
Trained teachers used the prepared pro-
gram with 161 retarded children: un-
trained teachers used the program with
58 retarded children: and there were 132
retarded and 89 average-ability controls.
The results showed that the IDES and
the PUT appear to be stable and consist-
ent measures of the arithmetic perform-
ance of mentally handicapped children.
anti that the teacher training program and
the prepared program of arithmetic cur-
riculum were effective. Measures of pri-
mary mental abilities and academic
achievement were highly interrelated.
The study supports the contention that
problem solving and concept develop-
ment among the mentally handicapped
can he influenced by education. (LE)
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EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
instructional materials: evaluation criter-
ia: teacher role: evaluation methods:
records (forms): mentally handicapped:
educable mentally handicapped: equip-
ment evaluation

To investigate the potentialities of teach-
ers as evaluators of instructional materi-
als and to develop an inclusive form to
cover all of the necessary evaluative
aspects of a material and its use. 16
teachers of the educable retarded partici-
pated in an institute. Four member teams
played a game in which they studied
materials and identified evaluative criter-
ia. An evaluation form was devised. used
at the institute and in the classroom, and
revised. Checklists were largely eliminat-
ed and space left for the evaluator to
enter pertinent .information. Conclusions
were that given the structuring and moti-
vation of a game-like atmosphere, teach-
ers can provide a set of criteria meaning-
ful to them: there seemed to be a good
deal of agreement on the criteria: and a
teacher developed instrument can be
effectively used. Directions for playing
the game. charts of the development of
the criteria, the evaluation forms, an
evaluator's guide, and a sheet for evalu-
ating the evaluations are provided. (RJ)
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Sommers, Ronald K.
Factors in the Effectiveness of Articu-
lation Therapy with Educable Retard-
ed Children. Final Report.
Montgomery County Schools, Norris-
town, Pennslyvania
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ton. D. C.. Bureau of Research
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped; articulation
(speech); speech therapy; speech handi-
capped; educahle mentally handicapped:
speech evaluatkm; speech tests: speech
improvement

To determine the effectiveness of group
articulation therapy. 180 educahle retard-
ed children in special classes (average
age 9. average IQ 70). all oi whom had
articulation prohlems. were rated on the
Carter/13uck l'rognostic Speech Test and
a picture version of McDonald's deep
test of articulation. Suhjects were then
randomly assigned to one of three
groups: no therapy. therapy for 30 min-
utes once a week for 9 months, or thera-
py for 30 minutes four times weekly for
9 months. Posttests were administered
immediately after 9 months and again 3
months later. Results on the picture deep
test indicated that subjects who received
therapy four times weekly improved sig-
nificantly. whereas suhjects who had
therapy once a week did not. On the pic-
ture articulation test, however, no signif-
icant differences were found between
experimental groups. At the time of the
second posttesting. the picture articula-
tion improvements by the suhjects who
had therapy four times weekly were
maintained as were the respective posi-
tions. of subjects in the .three groups.
Significant relationships were also found
hetween mental age and IQ and articula-
tion improvement during therapy. (JD)
(not available in hardcopy due to margin-
al legibility of original document.)
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Descriptors; exceptional child research:
gifted: slow learners; identification: tests;
screening tests: rating scales: predictive
measurement: student evaluation; age
differences: cognitive processes; kinder-
garten children: teacher attitudes

In order to determine how well kinder-
garten teachers can select bright and
slow children in their classes when ad-
justments are made for chronological age
(CA) differences. 112 kindergarten child-
ren (CA 5-0 to 6-11) were used as F u h -
jee t s . Three teachers rated the children
according to a five-point scale on reason-
ing. speed of learning, ability to deal
with abstract ideas, perceptual discrimi-
nation, psychomotor ahilities, verbal
comprehension, verbal expression, num-

bier and space relation. and creativity.
and gave a molar estimate on whether
the child would be a slow, average. or
rapid learner. Stanford-Binet IQ's were
obtained on all the children. Results indi-
cated that teachers tended to select older
children as bright and younger ones as
slow. and that the IQ did not differen-
tiate between children correctly identified
and those overlooked hy the teachers.
The composite score was a better esti-
mate of mental age (MA) than of IQ and
a better estimate of NIA than the adjust-
ed score (composite score (qualized for
CA differences). However, the adjusted
score was a hetter estimate of IQ (corre-
lation of .61 to .73) than either the mouir
or composite scores and teachers had an
interrater reliability of .88 in using it: the
adjusted score was also more effective
and efficient than the teacher's molar es-
timate in selecting bright and slow child-
ren. (SN)
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Descriptors: exceptkmal child research:
mentally handicapped: preschool child-
ren; environmental influences: educahle
mentally handicapped: foster family:
preschool programs: disadvantaged
youth: etiology: intellectual development;
social development: case studies (educa-
tion): institutionalized (persons): early
childhood education: family influence:
evaluation techniques; family hack-
grou nd

To provide factual data for or against the
general contention that special education-
al provisions at a young age can alter the
rate of development of mentally retarded
children. 81 children between the ages of
3 and 6, with IQ's between 45 and 80,
were studied for 3 to 5 years. The child-
ren were divided into four groups: the
community preschool group: community
contnist (did not attend preschool)
group; institution preschool group; and
institution contrast (did not attend pres-
chool) group. Case studies of the experi-
mental children and statistical compari-
sons of the preschool and contrast
groups indicated that 70% of the children
who received preschool training showed
an acceleration in rates of growth and
retained that level during the follow up
period. The over all IQ and Social Quo-
tient (SQ) increases of the preschool
groups beyond those of the contrast
groups on the Binet, Kuhlmann. and
Vineland Scales were all significant be-
yond the .05 level. Children living in

psycho-socially deprived homes who did
not attend preschool tended to remain at
the same rate of development or to drop
to lower levels. Both community and in-
stitutional preschool groups increased
about 10 points in IQ and SQ during the

preschool period. The community con-
trast group children generally retained
their origi mu Q's and SQ's but the IQ
and SQ of the institution contrast group
tended to drop during the preschool peri-
od. Case histories are included. (1.1)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: learning: educa-
tional methods: rote learning: retention:
educahle mentally handicapped: recall
(psychological): paired associate learn-
ing: learning processes: intelligence dif-
ferences: learning characteristics

Rote learning and retention performance
was studied as a function of method
used in original learning and as a func-
tion of intellectual level. Sixty educable
mentally retarded and 60 mentally nor-
mal junior high school students were
randomly selected and assigned to one of
three treatment groups. each learning to
a different criterion, for each intellectual
category in order to learn a paired asso-
ciate task. Retention was assessed by
immediate recall scores, 24 hour recall
scores, and relearning scores following
the 24 hour interval. A 2x3 complete fac-
torial analysis of covariance was per-
formed for the following dependent vari-
ables: original learning: relearning; and
24'hour recall. Immediate recall was as-
sessed utilizing a 2x3 complete analysis
of the variance procedure. The results of
the investigation indicated inferior learn-
ing performance and a 24 hour retention
deficit for retarded subjects and amelio-

'ration hy overlearning of retention defi-
cits in the retarded subjects. In addition,
the results in the arca of rote learning
and retention comparing mentally retard-
ed and normal suhjects were found to be
method dependent. (Author/JD)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped; context clut.st
word recognition: reading: reading ahili-
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ty: reading skills

To study the effects of context on the
performance of children reading at first
grade level. 26 retarded and 24 normal
children were tested. Subjects read
words printed individually on separate
pages: they also read the word in the
context of a sentence. Results indicated
that provision of a context produced sig-
nificant improvement in the reading per-
formance of both groups. but the hy-
potheses that word recognition by con-
text would be significantly greater for the
normal subjects was not supported.
Reasons for the failure of this hypothesis
are given: the need to help retardates
make the most effective use of context
clues is expressed. (ID/
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
disadvantaged youth: nutrition: child
development: intellectual development:
educational needs: health: food: econom-
ic disadvantage ment: incidence: diseases:
poverty programs: foreign countries:
school programs: federal aid: govern-
ment role: biochemistry: infants: dietet-
ics; mothers: mentally handicapped:
mental retardation

A consideration of nutrition and intellec-
tual growth opens with a glossary of 12
terms and two reports on hunger in
America. one by J.L. Frost and B.L.
Payne. the other by the Citizens' Board
of Inquiry into Hunger and Malnutrition.
Included are articles on nutrition and in-
tellectual development in children. by M.
Winick; maternal diet. growth. and be-
havior. by M. Simonson and B.F. Chow:
international nutrition and later learning.
by M.C. Latham: and medical care of
children in Poland. as told to H.T. Su-
churn. Also. D. Rosenfield and F.J. Stare
discuss nutritional prospects for the fu-
ture: MI. Cronan describes the role of
the school in providing for nutrition: and
M.J. Brennan treats conservation, re-
sources. and education. (JD)
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MacKinnon. Ronald C.: Elliott. Charles
A Comparison of an Achievement Bat-
tery with Two Tests of Ability with
Educable Mental Retardates. Final
Report.
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Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C.. Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: test validity: apti-
tude tests: comparative testing: achieve-
ment tests: testing problems: intelligence
tests: educable mentally handicapped:
correlation: testing: group tests: individu-
al tests

To find the concurrent validity of two
scholastic aptitude tests when a scholas-
tic achievement test was used as a crite-
rion for use in placement of mentally
retarded children, 127 subjects were in-
volved. The California Achievement Test
(CAT) was used as a criterion measure.
and the Primary Mental Abilities Test
(PMA) and the Slosson Intelligence Test
(SIT) were used to determine the correla-
tion of the scores with the criterion mea-
sure. The results indicated correlations
of .68 hetween the PM A and .the CAT
and .62 betWcen the SIT and the CAT.
The intercorrclation of the PMA and SIT
was .67. Ability subtests were analyzed
to determine their correlations to the cri-
terion. The conclusion was that when six
or more children are to be tested. less
time is needed and no concurrent validity
is lost by using the PM A rather than the
individual test. the SIT. Tables of results
are included. (Author/JM)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: community atti-
tudes: classification: slow learners: ques-
tionnaires: discriminatory attitudes (so-
cial)

One hundred fourteen randomly selected
residents of a small Ohio community
responded to informational and attitudi-
nal questions regarding the terms mental
retardate and slow learner (formerly
Ohio designation for educable mental
retardate). The results revealed little
understanding of the meaning of either
term. .but greater acceptance of the
group labeled slow learner than the
group labeled mental retardate. A num-
ber of issues regarding the two labels are
discussed here. (Author)
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Secondary Education
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mentally handicapped: institutionalized
(persons): educational programs: residen-
tial schools: interagency cooperation:
fina n c ial sum pport: ad ministration : educa.
tional needs: state surveys: program
evaluation: Minnesota

To identify learning program needs and
to make recommendations for quality
control and expansion of programs for
the mentally handicapped in institutions.
four facilities were studied. Detailed
questionnaires amid visitations were used
to obtain the infermation. The major
findings were that learning programs in
Minnesota State Institutions are operat-
ing at minimum levels in terms of daily
support and in numhers of residents
served, and that there exists a hasic ina-
bility to give meaningful learning experi-
ences to most institutionalized persons.
Recommendations include broader and
more flexible funding. closer involvement
of the State Department of Education
and local school districts, and the estab-
lishment of closer ties between institu-
tional programs and the local educational
agency in administration. supervision,
and funding. Descriptions of the existing
programs. extensive recommendations
for the future. and .appendixes presenting
findings of data are provided. (JM)
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Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: tests: cognitive
processes: educable mentally handi-
capped: test validity: intelligence tests:
predictive ability (testing): verbal tests:
visual measures; cognitive measurement:
predictive validity: Stanford Binet.: Illi-
nois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities:
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test: Pic-
torial Test of Intelligence: Colored Pro-
gressive Matrices: Primary Mental Ahili-
ties Test

The validity of intelligence and other
tests used in the diagnosis of retarded
children was investigated. Experimental
sampleF consisted of 101 children select-
ed from special classes for educable
mentally retarded whose ages ranged
from 6.9 to 10 years and whose IQ
scores ranged from 50 to 80. Tests evalu-
ated were the Stanford-Binet. Illinois
Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA).
Peabod y Picture Vocabulary Test
(PPVT). Pictorial Test of Intelligence
(PTI). Colored Progressive Matrices
(CPM). and Primary Mental Abilities

7



Test (PM AT). These tests were adminis-
tered to the group with various learning
ability tasks. Statistical analysis showed
that the PM AT. Stanford-Binet. PT!. and
the ITPA were valid, while the other two
were less valid. The use of a combina-
tion of one group test and one individual
test was supported: but the CPM and the
PPVT were found not to be adequate
submiffites for more comprehensive in-
struments that predict learning ability at
an early age. (RS)

ABSTRACT 22736
EC 02 2736 ED 039 678
Publ. Date Nov 69 73p.
Copple. C. Rockne and Others
Habilitation of Rural Educable Men-
tally Retarded Adolescents: A Hand-
book for Educators.
Eastern Montana College. Billings
Office of Education (DHEWL Washing-
ton. D. C.. Bureau of Research
EDRS mf.he
0EG-0.9-362020-0790(032)
BR-36-2020

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: rural education:
educational needs: educational programs:
educable mentally handicapped: individu-
al characteristics: vocational education:
parent attitudes: administrator attitudes:
counselor attitudes: student attitudes:
consultants: cocurricular activities: indi-
vidual devekpment: Montana

A study was made of 20 rural high
schools with enrollments of less than 110
and with an educable mentally handi-
capped student currently enrolled.
Administrators. counselors. the educabie
students, and their parents were inter-
viewed to determine provisions made for
these students. In addition, the inter-
viewers were concerned with what these
people thought could be included in the
school curriculum. These current and
conceivable practices were submitted to
six special education experts who rated
them as to suitability. Each of the ex-
perts in turn composed a list of suggest-
ed practices in the areas of intellectual.
social, emotional. moral. physical. and
occupational development. These lists
were submitted to parents who rated
them on the hasis of feasibility. (Author)

ABSTRACT 22864
EC 02 2864 ED 040 516
Publ. Date Sep 69 I Ilp.
Fisher. Kirk L.
Effects of a Structured Program of
Perceptual-Motor Trainin on the
Development and School Achievement
of Educable Mentally Retarded Child-
ren. Final Report.
Pennsylvania State University. Universi-
ty Park
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C., Bureau of Research
EDRS mf.hc
0EG-0-8-082104-4702(032)
BR-8-B-104

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: perceptual motor
coordination: training: educable mentally

handicapped: academic achievement: in-
telligence level: age differences

Of 102 educable mentally handicapped
children in special classes. 54 were iden-
tified by the Purdue Perceptual Motor
Survey (PMS) as deficient in perceptual
motor abilities. These 54 children were
assigned to one of the following groups:
training, which participated in an indivi-
dimlized. structured perceptual motor
program twice a week for 4 1/2 months:
Hawthorne. which met with the trainer
but played table games: and control.
Achievement and intelligence tests were
given. The hypothesized improvement in
perceptual motor abilities did not mani-
fest itself, although children under 10

years of age in the training group scored
significantly higher on the PMS than did
controls of like' age. Nor did hypothes-
ized improvement in intellectual perform-
ance. or achievement result. However.
all three groups improved significantly on
PMS and achievement test scores: and
training and Hawthorne groups showed
significantly improved IQ scores. Thus.
evidence suggested a correlatkm between
perceptual motor ability and the varia-
bles of intelligence and achievement.
(Author/J D)

ABSTRACT 23246
EEC 02 3246 D 01 1 065

Publ. Date Aug 46 45p.
Malpass. Leslie F. and Others
Programed Reading Instruction for
Culturally Deprived Slow Learners.
MacDonald Training Center Foundation.
Tampa. Florida
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C.. Bureau of Research
EDRS mf.hc
OEC-2-7-068438-0069
I3R-6-8438

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
reading: disadvantaged youth: Slow
learners: programed instruction: pro-
gramed materials: basic reading: teachinii
machines: workbooks: primary educa-
How programed texts: culturally disad-
vantaged: reading instruction: beginning
reading: vocabulary development: read-
ing research: student evaluation

The effectiveness of programed instruc-
tional materials for teaching basic read-
ing skills to slow learning, culturally de-
prived children (aged 6 to 9) was evaluat-
ed. The same materials had been pre-
viously evaluated with edneabk mentaHy
retarded subjects (aged 10 to 16). To
determine what modifications would be
needed for use with younger students, 45
children were divided into one control
group taught by traditional classroom
techniques and two experimental groups.
one taught by machine, and one taught
using programed workbooks. Each group
received the same list of words selected
by the authors. At the end of the experi
ment. the children were tested for vocab-
ulary improvement. The scores of each
group were statistically compared with
those of every other group. The results
showed a statistically significant im-

provemcnt in vocabulary gain for the
machine-taught group over the control
group and for the workbook-taught group
over the control group. but no significant
difference was found between the ma-
chine-taught and the workbook-taught
groups. The conclusion was that pro-
gramed instructional materials tend to
increase reading skills and are feasible
for use with the population sampled.
(LB)

ABSTRACT 23457
EC 02 3457 ED 041 421.
Publ. Date (69) I47p.
Klaber. M. Michael
Rettirdates in Residence: A Study of
Institutions.
Hartford University. West Hartford.
Connecticut
EDRS mf.he

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: institutionalized
(persons): evaluation: institutional envi-
ronment: institutional personnel: attend-
ants: adjustment (to environment): inter-
personal relationship: social relations:
attitudes: behavior rating scales: rating
scales: environmental influences: pro-
gram descriptions: behuvior: institutional
faciHties: comparative analysis

An introduction by Dr. David D. Komi-
sur provides background and objectives
for a study which eventually involved
observations in six residential institu-
tions. Two institutions were judged to be
ineffective as residents appeared to be
not happy or self-sufficient, showed little
intellectual growth (or were rarely, if
ever, retested). had many stereotyped
behaviors, and manifested excessive-
needs for social reinforcement. One in-
stitution emerged as dearly effective and
one as moderately so. In five of six insti-
tutions, other ward residents were .the
greatest source of interpersonal contacts:
in only one institution did attendants and
other nonretarded adults interact as fre-
quently with residents. Between one
third and one half of the time of severely
retarded residents of the typical institu-
tion was spent in doing nothing. The atti-
tudes of attendants at the different insti-
tutions showed remarkable consistency.
While verbal and psychological attitudes
of parents did not differentiate between
effective and ineffective institutions, par-
ents of children in an effective residence
visited children more frequently. Addi-
tional research results and implications
are presented. and schedules of a typical
day at each institution are included. (RJ)

ABFr1ACT 23479
EC 02 3479 ED 041 440
Publ. Date 70 85p.
Gottwald, Henry
Public Awareness about Mental Retar-
dation. CEC Research Monograph.
Eastern Michigan University. Ypsilanti
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C.
EDRS mf

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: demography: atti-
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tudes: statistical data: public opinion

To identify the status of public know-
ledge about mental retardation. to dis-
cern public attitudes, and to obtain de-
mographic information on attitudes. a

questionnaire was submitted to approxi-
mately 1,515 subjects. Extensive results
are reported by generic presentation of
total resporr4es. analysis of data by inde-
pendent variables and analysis of se-
mantic differential. The =jot appendix
provides information on the instrumenta-
tion for the study. the questionnaire. and
the coding keys. ludependent variables
were se%. age, education. occupation.
income, race. marital status, number of
children, demography, geography, and
religion. (JM)

ABSTRACT 23489
EC 02 3489 ED 016 106
Publ. Date Aug 66 I57p.
Karnes. Merk 11.. and Others
The Efficacy of a Prevoeational Curric-
ulum and Services Designed to Reha-
bilitate Slow Learners Who Are School
Dropout, Delinquency, and Unemploy-
ment Prone. Final Report.
Champaign Community Unit IV Schools.
Illinois
EDRS mf.hc
VR A-RD- l075

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: slow learners:
pre vocational education: student rehabili-
tation: disadvantaged youth: vocational
counseling: vocational adjustment:
dropout prevention: delinquency preven-
tion: work study programs

It was hypothesized that 91 slow learners
from low socioeconomic status homes. in
a carefully designed two-year vocational-
ly oriented educational program with
prevocational counseling, would show
achievement stiperior to that of a

matched control group enrolled in a regu-
lar educational program. Data were col-
lected from school records, interviews.
case studies, psychological tests. and
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
records. The experimental subjects had
significantly better attendance. fewer
school dropouts. and made a better voca-
tional adjustment than the control group.
There was no significant difference be-
tween the two groups in social and emo .
tional adjustment. Achievement test
scores for the tool subjects of arithmetic.
reading, and spelling showed no signifi-
cant differences between the two groups
in amount gained. Some implications for
program implementation were that spe-
cially trained administrative and teaching
personnel should be employed for this
kind of program, the ratio of teacher to
youth should be no greater than one to
20. and the curriculum should be func-
tional, individualized, and vocationally
oriented. A review of related literature, a
complete program description, and rec-
ommendations for further research and
programing are included. (ET)

ABSTRACT 23516
EC 02 3516 ED N.A.
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Publ. Date 66 98p.
Borg. Walter R.
Ability Grouping in the Public
Schools.
EDRS not available
Dembar Educational Research Services.
Inc.. P. 0. Box 1148. Madison. Wiscon-
sin 53701.

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
grouping (instructional purposes): ability
grouping: heterogeneous grouping: aver-
age students: superior students: slow
learners: achievement: study habits; stu-
dent attitudes: student problems: self
concept: personality: elementary school
students: junior high schoof students

A four-year study of 4000 pupils exam-
ined ability grouping and random group-
ing. Data collected included measures of
achievement, study habits. sociometric
status, pupil attitudes. pupil problems.
self concept. and personality. Findings
showcd superior elementary pupils in
ability grouping achieved better. but lost
in self concept and sociometric status.
while those in random grouping had bet-
ter study habits. Average elementary
pupils in random grouping had better
study habits. better personality charac-
teristics. higher self concept scores. and
fewer problems, while those in ability
grouping had improved sociometric sta-
tus. Slow elemental), pupils in random
grouping had better achievement per-
formance. study habits. self concept, and
personality characteristics, while those in
ability grouping gained in sociometric
statuS and had better attitudes toward
school and teacher. Superior junior high
pupils in ability grouping achieved better.
had fewer problems. scored more favon,
bly on poise. ascendency self-assurance.
achietmment potential, and intellectual
efficiency. Average junior high pupils in
ability grouping achieved better. had bet-
ter study methods, fewer problems, and
lower self concept. while those in ran-
dom grouping scored more favorably on
poise. ascendency. self assurance, and
the anxiety to achieve measures. Slow
junior high pupils in random grouping
achieved better and had better self con-
cept scores. but more problems. (MS)

ABSTRACT 23576
EC 02 3576 ED 042 309
Publ. Date Jan 70 I37p.
Siegenthaler. Bruce M.
Factors Related to the Speech-Hearing
of Children of Below Normal Intellig-
ence. Final Report.
Pennsylvania State University. Universi-
ty Park
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C., Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
EDRS mf.hc
OEG-08080426-4586.032
BR-8-0426

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: auditory discrimi-
nation: auditory pemeption: educable
mentally handicapped: intelligence differ-
ences: age differences: institutionalized
(Persons): etiology: testing

Tests were administered to 209 educable
mentally handicapped children (mean age
I0.8. mean IQ 77) to determine factors
related to speech hearing. Results indi-
cated that mental age. intellig_nce quo-
tient. physiological age, institmionali-
zation. and organic bases for retardation
were not significantly related either to
speech reception threshold or to speech
discrimination test scores. However,
chronological age was related to test per-
formance. Also, the threshold and the
discrimination by the Identification of
Picture.; tests were found both reliable
and useful with the educable retarded
subjects. (Author/JD)

ABSTRAC7 30026
ED 043 IS2EC 03 0026

Publ. Date Sep 69
Hoffman, John L.
An Investigation of Factors Contri1:11;.-
ing to Successful and Non-Suecessful
Adjus:ment of Discharged Retardates.
Pineland Hospital and Training Center,
Pownal, Maine
Social and Rehabilitation Service
(DHEW). Washington. I). C.. Research
and Demonstration Grants
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: followup studies:
adjustment (to environment): institution-
alized (persons): longitudinal studies:
adults: rehabilitatffir.: vocational rehabili-
tation: prediction: personal adjustment:
social adjustment: vocational adjustment

Presented is a longitudinal followup
study some 4-10 years later of 569 men-
tally handicapped adults discharged from
the Pineland Hospital and Training Cen-
ter. Described are the setting in which
the research was cone (the institution.
the field. and the State of Maine). rele-
vant literature, the methodology of the
data collection and analysis, and the re-
sults. Statistical analysis revealed predic-
tive relationships among factors related
to the period prior to discharge for suc-
cessful and non-successful divisions of
the categories of post-discharge behav-
ior. Those categories considered were:
presence or absence of police contact,
self-support ability, wage levels, stability
of interpersonal tics, and marital status.
Implications of the ivsults for theory and
pnictice are discussed. Accompanying
the report and separately bound are two
documents: the Tabular Supplement, giv-
ing a statistically descriptive longitudinal
picture of many aspects of subjects'
lives. and the Biographical Supplement.
giving specific personal illustration of
various types and levels of post-dis-
charge conditions. (KW)

ABSTRACT 30232
EC 03 0232 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 67 fip.
Mueller, Max W.: Dunn, Lloyd M.
Effects of Level #1 of the Peabody
Language Development Kits with
Educable Mentally Retarded Child-
ren--An Interim Report after 4 1/2
Months. IMRID Papers and Reports,
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Volume IV, No. 5.
George Peabody College for Teachers.
Nashville. Tennessee. Institute on Men-
tal Retartlation and Imellectual Develop-
ment
National Institute of Child Health and
Ehiman Development. Bethesda. Mary-
land
EDRS not availahle
Peahody College Bookstore. George
Peabody College for Teachers. Nash-
ville. Tennessee 37203.

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educahle mentally handicapped. language
development: language programs: verbal
learning: special classes: mentally handi-
capped

Daily lessons from the experimental ver-
sion of Levci 1 of the Peabody Language
Development Kits were taught hy special
class teachers to educable mentally hand-
icapped (EM H) students over a 4 1/2
month period. The lessons are intended
to stimulate oral language and verhal in-
telligence. and are designed for children
functioning intellectually from the 4 1/2
to 6 112 year age level. Nine control
classes and 27 experimental classes were
involved. Language growth for 85 con-
trol subjects and 283 experimental sub-
jects drawn from the subject pool was
measured by pre- and posttests with a
short form of the Illinois Test of Psy-
cholinguistic Ahilities. Control suhjects
gained 2.59 months in language age.
while experimental subjects gained 4.62
months. suggesting that this language
development program is effective with
EMI4 students in primary and intermedi-
ate special classes. (KW)

ABSTRACT 30238
EC (13 0238 ED 043 185
Puhl. Date 68 37p,
Dunn. Lloyd M. and Others
Effectiveness of the Peabody Language
Development Kits with Educable Men-
tally Retarded Children: A Report
After Two. and One-Half Years. IM-
RI) Papers and Reports, Volume V,
No. 15.
George Peabody College for Teachers.
Nashville. Tennessee. Institute on Men-
tal Retardation and Intellectual Develop-
ment
National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development. Bethesda. Mary-
land
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educahle mentally handicapped: language
development: instructional materials:
material development: language instruc-
tion: intellectual development: culturally
disadvantaged: academic achievement:
Peahody Language Development Kits

To determine the effectiveness of the
Peahody Language Development Kits
over an extended period (2.5 years) with
educahle mentally retarded (EMR) child-
ren, daily oral language stimulation les-
sons using Levels One and Two of the
kit were given to 27 classes for the EMR
in schools with culturally disadvantaged

10

populatkms. Results showed the effec-
tiveness of Peahody Language Develop-
ment Kit (PLDK) lessons to he signifi-
cant in areas of language and cognitive
growth. but negligible in school achieve-
ment. The greater effect indicated hy
Level One of PLDK was discounted due
to unequal treatment: no differentiation
in performance was seen among the sex-
es, with an exception in the area of
mathematics. Parallel characteristics in
research findings among non-retarded
disadvantaged were noted. (RD)

ABSTRACT 30242
EC 03 0242 ED N.A.
Pohl. Date 69 17p.
Hausman. Ralph M.
Assessment of the Learning Potential
of Exceptional Children. IMRID Pap-
ers and Reports, Volume VI, No. 3.
George Peahody College for Teachers.
Nashville. Tennessee. Institute on Men-
tal Retardation and Intellectual Develop-
ment
National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development. Bethesda. Mary-
land
EDRS not available
Peabody College Bookstore. George
Peabody College for Teachers. Nash-
ville. Tennessee 37203.

Descriptors: exceptional child reearch:
mentally handicapped: educational diag-
nosis: testing: cognitive ahility: research
reviews (puhlications)

Procedures for the assessment of learn-
ing potential in mentally handicapped
children are discussed. A'ternatives to
the current reliance upon psychometric
data are explained, including culture-free
tests and process-oriented tasks.
Research studies are cited throughout.
(JD)

ABSTRACT 30374
EC 03 0374 ED 043 976
Publ. Date 70 119p.
Heher. Rick
Epidemiology of Mental Retardation.
EDRS not availahle
Charles C Thomas. Publisher. 301-327
East Lawrence Avenue. Springfield. Illi-
nois 62703 ($8.75).

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: incidence: etiolo-
gy: statistical surveys: geographic distri-
hution: population distribution: racial dis-
trihution: social distribution: census fig-
ures: ethnic distrihution

Prevalence data on mental retardation is
presented including international esti-
mates on general prevalence, age direc-
tions. geographical variations within the
United States, racial and ethnic varia-
tions. economic class distributions, fami-
ly variations, and population distribution
in institutions. Statistics are also provid-
ed in areas of specific diseases and con-
ditions associated with mental retarda-
tion such as prenatal and postnatal infec-
tions (both known and unknown), intoxi-
cations. trauma or physical agents. and
metabolism or growth effects. Seventy
seven tables and twenty one illustrations

accompany the epidemiological informa-
tion. (RD)

ABSTRACT 30470
EC 03 0470 ED N.A.
Pohl. Date Nov 70 14p.
Cegelka. Patricia A.: Cegelka, Walter J.
A Review of Research: Reading and
the Educable Mentally Ibindicapped.
EDRS not available
Exceptional Children: V37 N3 l'187-200
Nov 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: reading:
literature reviews: remedial programs:
teaching methods: prograwd instruction

This paper reviews the literature dealing
with the importance of reading to educa-
ble mentally handicapped (EMH) child-
ren, the characteristics of EMH children
which influence the acquisition of read-
ing skills, and current approaches to
teaching reading to the mentally handi-
capped. The implications of this research
to the teaching of reading are summa-
rized. (Author)

ABSTRACT 30547
EC 03 0547 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Oct 70 lop.
Hersh. Alexander
Changes in Family Functioning Fol-
lowing Placement of a Retarded Child.
EDRS not available
Social Work: VI5 N4 P93-102 Oct 1970
Paper Presented at the Annuul Meeting
of the American Association on Mental
Deficiency (92nd. Boston. Massachu-
setts. May 1968).

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: institutionalized
(persons): family relationship: emotional
adjustment: parent role: family attitudes:
parent school relationship

The study investigated changes in family
functioning and interrelationships for
three months after the placement of a
mentally retarded child in a residential
school. The case study method was uti-
lized in the study of 15 families. Data
were ohtained by tape-recorded parent
interviews. case records of the children.
and interviews with the children's house-
mothers and the director of education (or
teachers). Findings showed that most
families evidenced a four-step emotional
response following placement: loss. re-
lief. guilt and ambivalence, then fulfill-
ment and well-being. Regarding the re-
sponse of parents in relation to the
school, it was found that the loss of an
active parental role created much anxiety
for them. The families were uncertain
about the placement and their role in re-
lation to the school and to their child.
and further study of the strategies and
services of schools in relation to parents
is recommended so that the schools can
serve the families in addition to the
child. Implications for social work prac-
tice are noted. (KW)
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Birch. Herbert G. and Others
Mental Subnormality in the Communi-
ty: A Clinical and Epidemiologie
Study.
EDRS not available
Williams and Wilkins Company. 428 East
Preston Street . Baltimore. M aryland
21202 ($12.50).

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: etiology: incid-
ence: community surveys: population
distribution: clinical diagnosis: socioe-
conomic background: classification: Scot-
land

The book reports a clinical and epide-
miologic study of the prevalence, distri-
bution. and antecedents of mental sub-
normality in 8 to 10 year old children liv-
ing in Aberdeen. Scotland (population
187.000). Utilizing three types of data
(differential clinical diagnoses, biological
background information, and social char-
acteristics). the study revealed the incid-
ence figure of 104 from the population of
8.274 children in the specified age range
(prevalence rate 12.6 per 1.000). Detailed
analyses of etiological considerations
were conducted in areas of prenatal.
birth. and perinatal conditions. Etiologic
implications of the social distribution of
the subtypes of mental subnormality.
characteristics of family considerations
in thc lower social classes, and an inten-
sive clinical consideration of births re-
sulting in mentally handicapped children
were also reported. Appendixes contain
data on population characteristics, re-
search methodology, evaluation criteria.
and definitions for classification. (RD)

ABSTRACT 30745
EC 03 0745. ED N.A.
Pull, Date 69 8p.
Mann. Philip H.
Modifying the Behavior of Negro Ed-
ucable Mentally Retarded Boys
Through Croup Counseling Proce-
dures.
EDRS not available
Journal of Negro Education: V38 N2
PI35-42 Spr 1969

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: counsel-
ing effectiveness: racial differences: anxi-
ety: self concept: academic achievement:
behavior problems: attendance: mentally
handicapped: Negroes

To determine the effects of extra class-
room group counseling on the self-con-
cepts of educable mentally retarded
(EM RI boys. and on the variables of
anxiety. academics (reading and arithme-
tic), deportment. attendance, and race.
36 EMR boys, ages 9-13 years. were se-
lected as subjects. The boys, in special
classes and identified as having behavior
problems. were divided into control and
experimental (E) groups. Twelve sub-
jects were white. 24 Negro. The E group
received 12 I-hour counseling sessions.
The control group spent equal time with
the same counselor. but in a noncounsel-
ing library-study situation. Pre and post-
tests (two self concept scales, one anxic-

Educable Mentally HandicappedReseareh

ty scale) were given, and teacher ratings
obtained. The E Group exhibited positive
change in self concept (.05 level of con-
fidence) on one scale but not the other.
and showed a significant reduction in
anxiety. Teachers indicated improvement
(.05 level) in deportment. reading. and
arithmetic for the E Group. No differ-
ence was found on the variable of at-
tendance. Age and IQ did not appear to
alter the effect of counseling. Overall.
Negroes made greater gains in reading
and attendance than did whites, though
there were no significant differences in
the E Group alone. indicating both races
profited front the counseling. However.
gains of Negroes over whites (E Group)
approached significance in reaJing (prob-
ability less than .08) and anxiety reduc-
tion (probability less than .13), (KW)

ABSTRACT 30843
EEC 03 0843 D 044 874

Publ. Date Jul 69 4Ip.
Steffenberg. Mary I...
The Development of a Project for Ed-
ucable Mentally itelarded Children to
Receive Vocational Training in Food
Service. Final Report.
Brandywine Springs Junior High School.
Wilmington. Delaware
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton, D. C.. Bureau of Research
EDRS mf.he
OEG-0-8-080043-3707(010)
BR-8-13043

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: voca-
tional education: food service workers:
educational programs: program descrip-
tions: junior high school students: curric-
ulum: mentally handicapped

A Food Service Laboratory Project was
initiated at a junior high school for the
training, participation, and observation
of educable mentally retarded (EMR)
students. Thirty EMRs participated in
the vocational training program, the aca-
demic portion of which was work-ori-
ented and closely related to the work in
the Food Service Laboratory. Students.
after training, were placed in jobs in a
school-work experience program. Com-
munity support was elicited, placement
opportunities developed, and the 14-17
year old students placed in jobs. in
v.,hich some limited success was noted.
Included arc curriculum guides devel-
oped. equipment specifications, scales
and forms used. Progress was noted in
in-school retention rate. hasic skill sub-
jects. and growth and maturity of stu-
dents. Recommendations for further pro-
gram improvement are made. (KW)

ABSTRACT 30904
EC 03 904 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 9p.
Elliott. Raymond N.
Meaningfulness in School Tasks for
EMR Children.
EDRS not available
Jo:;rnal of Special Education: V4 N2
P189-97 Spr-Sum 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:

educable mentally handicapped: instruc-
tional materials: material development:
learning theories: retention

The influence of meaningfulness on ac-
quisition and retention of a schoo1-like
task with educable mentally retarded
(EMR) and normal children was investi-
gated. Nonmeaningful material was made
meaningful by the incorporation into it of
familiar associations or familiar cues.
Classes of EMR children were nuitched
with classes of normal children on MA
and CA. Original learning and retention
scores were obtained and it was found
that meaningfulness had a poNitive influ-
ence on the learning and retention of
both groups of children. However. its
iemence appeared to be different for
EMR. normal CA. and normal MA
groups. (Author)

ABSTRACT 30911
EC (13 0911 El) N.A.
Publ. Date Dec 70 8p.
Edmonson. Barbara and Others
Social Inference Training of Retarded
Adolescents.
EDRS not available
Education and Training of the Mentally
Retarded: V5 N4 PI69-76 Dec 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child researcfr
educable mentally handicapped: adoles-
cents: social development: interpersonal
competence: Social Inference Test

With the educable retarded adolescent's
social cue decoding deficit as the focus
of experimental remedial concern, five
classes of retarded pupils in junior high
school special education classes and six
classes of institutional resident retarded
pupils were used in development and
evaluation of prevocational units de-
signed to improve social comprehension
and social functioning. Overall, signifi-
cantly greater gains in social cue decod-
ing were associated with use of the ex-
perimental lessons than with use of con-
trast lessons, audiovisual supplement to
ongoing programs, or nonsupplemented
programs. Test of Social Inference
scores were significantly associated with
ratings of social adequacy. Differences
were not noted between subjects treated
with experimental and comparison pro-
grams with respect to gains in social
functioning. (Author)

ABSTRACT 31024
EC 03 1024 ED 044 039
Publ. Date Aug 70 54p.
Knutson. Jack M.: Prochnow, Robert R.
Computer Assisted Instruction for
Vocational Rehabilitation of the Men-
tally Retarded.
Texas University. Austin. College of
Education
Social and Rehabilitation Service
(DHEW). Wmhington. D. C.
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: voca-
tional rehabilitation: computer assisted
instruction: mentally handicapped: pro-
gram descriptions: program design: re-
search reviews (publications)
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A detailed description of the conception.
development, and results of a 2 year pro-
ject designed to teach the educable men-
tally handicapped student a set of useful.
generalized skills using a computer as-
sisted instruction (CAI) system is pre-
sented. Background information on the
problem of vocational rehabilitation of
the mentally handicapped. present costs.
and recent research in the development
of better instructional techniques are dis-
cussed. Course development, productionof a CAI program, developmental testing
on the system, pretest. and administra-
tion of the instructional materials are
presented. Of the 21 students who com-
pleted the course, the researchers felt
the majority showed an improvement in
change-making skills. The CAI is felt to
be effective in teaching a set of specified
skilis to the mentally handicapped stu-
dent. A detailed example of the logic and
instruction in the change-making module
is included. (CD)

ABSTRACT 31025
EC (13 1025 ED 046 149
Publ. Date Aug 70 47p.
McKinnon. Rachel and Others
A Follow-Up Study of Graduates from
a Vocational Rehabilitation Programin a Residential Training Center for
the Mentally Retarded.
California State Department of Rehabili-
tation. Sacramento
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: vocational reha-
bilitation: residential programs: followup
studies: institutionalized (persons): par-
ent attitudes: student attitudes: graduate
surveys

A follow-up study of graduates from a
vocational rehabilitation program. in a
residential training center for the mental-
ly handicapped. was conducted.
Characteristics of the students. economic
benefits. changes in level of functioning.
need for additional services, student atti-
tudes toward the in-hospital program.
and parental attitudes toward the rehabil-
itation program were reviewed. The fol-
low-up study was felt to point out the
need for further services such as a re-
source person availahle to employers to
enhance understanding. more training in
utilization of leisure time and orientation
to the community. (CD)

ABSTRACT 31040
EC 03 .1040 ED N.A.
Puhl. Date Feb 68 15p.
Crosby. Kenneth G.: Blatt. Burton
Attention and Mental Retardation.
EDRS not available
Journal of Education: VI50 N3 P67-8I
Feb 1968

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: attention span:
research reviews (puhlications): educa-
tioaal objectives: educational philosophy:
behavior: behavior change

The relationship of attention to mental
retardation is explored by examining a
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multitude of research in the field. The
authors conclude that the question of
whether mentally handicapped children
are less able to sustain attention and are
more susceptible to distraction by extra-
neous stimuli remains unanswered. Im-
plications for educational practice are
then examined. The indication that the
pupils attention (or what the teacher can
know of it) is hehavior is noted by thc
authors: and the teacher's joh is seen as
trying to generate. through deliberate
application of his methods (operant con-
ditioning. basic needs, time-space orien-
tation), more adequate behavior. (CD)

ABSTRACT 31055
EC 03 1055 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 69

13p.
Blake. Kathryn A. and Others
Learning of Basal Reading Skills by
Mentally Handicapped and Non-Men-
tally Handicapped Children.
EDRS not available
Journal of Research and Development in
Education: V2 N2 P3-15 Win 1969

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: gifted: hasic read-
ing: reading skills: academic achieve-
ment: learning processes: trend analysis:
cognitive processes: reading comprehen-
sion: word recognition

A 3-year investigation was carried out to
study achievement in basal reading skills
(word recognition and comprehension
skills) by retarded. normal. and superior
pupils taught in a hasal reading program
at reading instructional levels 2. 3. 4. and
5. Subjects totaled 947 students who
used the Scott. Foresman New Basic
Readers. Data were collected on six cat-
egories of basal reading skills, encom-
passing 50 skills. Extensive data arc pre-
sented relating to major research objec-
tives: the identification of sequences
among basal reading skills, the examina-
tion of intellectual processes related to
achievement in selected basal reading
skills (identification of processes, extentof relat ion ship, relat ive contribution
differences among skills). the describing
of trends in achievement of hasal reading
skills over reading levels 2. 3. 4. and 5
(presence and nature of trends), the
comparison of the retarded and normal
groups' achievement and of the normal
and superior groups' achievement (level
and rate of acquisition of basal reading
skills). Reaction panel's to the study are
included. (KW)

ABSTRACT 31120
EC 03 1120 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Nov 70 8p.
Humes. Charles W., Jr.
A Novel Group Approach to School
Counseling.
EDRS not availahle
Training School Bulletin: V67 N3 PI64-
71 Nov 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: group therapy:
educable mentally handicapped: counsel-ing

A description of innovative group coun-
seling procedures and counseled group
response with educable mentally retarded
(EMR) adolescents in a public school
setting was presented. In the project.
two different groups received 12 one
hour counseling sessions with a different
counselor for each group. The first three
sessions were facilitative (unstructured)
and the remaining meetings were prob-
lem-oriented (structured). Analysis of
counseled group response suggested that
the technique could be used successfully
with EMRs. (Author)

ABSTRACT 31164
EC 03 1164 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Sep 70

3p.
Williams, Eddie H.
Effects of Readiness on Incidental
Learning in EMR, Normal, and Gifted
Children.
ED RS not available
American Journal of Mental Deficiency:
V75 N2 PI17-9 Sep 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educahle mentally handicapped: gifted:
incidental learning: readiness (mental):
learning theories

The study investigated the effects of
readiness on incidental learning among
EMR. normal, and gifted subjects who
were equated on CA. The subjects were
divided into readiness and nonreadiness
treatment groups. The incidental learning
stimuli were presented with the inten-
tional learning materials. The criterion
measure was based on the incidental
learning task. When readiness was given,
EMR. normal: and gifted subjects didnot differ in incidental learning: when
readiness was not given, they did.
Readiness Was found to henefit EMR and
normal subjects while it had no effect on
gifted subjects. (Author)

ABSTRACT 31166
EC 03 1166 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Sep 70 5p.
Johnson, John T., Jr.: Sowles, Cathie N.
Proactive and Retroactive Inhibition
as a Function of Intelligence.
EDRS not available
American Journal of Mental Deficiency:
V75 N2 P130-4 Sep 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: paired associate
learning: intelligence

The purpose of the study was to examine
proactive and (three) retroactive interfer-
ence as a function of intelligence. Sub-
jects of similar CA were drawn from
three levels of intelligence (60 to 80, 90
to 110. 120 to 140). Each subject learned
an original list of eight pairs of familiar
nouns. an interpolated list, and then re-
learned the original list. In original !earn-
ing, the low IQ group took significantly
longer to reach criterion than the average
and high IQ groups. which did not differ.
There were no differences between the
groups in proactive interference. but
some evidence was found to suggest re-
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latively greater retroactive interference
in the average IQ group. It was conclud-
ed that little evidence was provided to
support the theory of an inhibition deficit
in retarded individuals. (Author)

ABSTRACT 31254
EC 03 1254 El) 046 170
Publ. Date Aug 70 15Ip.
Midis. Sister Mary Paulette
Thc Influence of Typewriting on Se-
lected Language Arts Skills and Motor
Development of the Educable Mentally
Handicapped, Volume I. Final Report.
North Dakota University. Grand Forks
Office of Education (DHEW), Washing-
ton. D. C.. Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
EDRS mf.hc
OEG-0-70-1220(607)
BR-44-2199
Authors Doctoral Dissertation. Universi-
ty of North Dakota.

Descriptors: exceptiona1 child research:
educable mentally handWapped: language
arts: typewriting: motor development:
language instruction: reading skills: vo-
cabulary development: spelling: academ-
ic achievement: mentally handicapped

To determine the influence of typewriting
on selected language arts skills and mo-
tor development of the educable mental-
ly retarded (EMR). the study investigat-
ed the academic achievement of such
students in reading. vocabulary.
and in motor skill development resulting
from the use of the typewriter and spe-
cially prepared typewriting materials.
Control and experimental groups consist-
ed of 30 EMR students each. For 8
weeks students were taught touch type-
writing, then for 20 weeks received in-
struction in language arts skills in addi-
tion to regular reading lessons. The ex-
perimental group completed the pro-
gramed exercises on electric typewriters,
while the control group completed them
by writing with pencil or pen. Pre- and
posttests were administered. Adjusted
mean scores of the experimental group
were higher in reading, spelling, and in
10 of the 14 motor development subtests
(in two of which statistWal significance
was attained). No significant differences
in vocabulary performance were noted.
Positive attitudes toward typewriting
were observed to be strong. Appendixes
are contained in Volume II (EC 03 1255).
(KW)

ABSTRACT 31255
EC 03 1255 ED 046 171
Publ. Date Aug 70 I34p.
Gladis. Sister Mary Pauletw
The Influence of Typewriting on Se-
lected Language Arts Skills and Motor
Development of the Educable Mentally
Handicapped, Volume II. Final Re-
port.
North Dakota University. Grand Forks
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C.. Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
EDRS mf.hc
0EG-0-70-1220(607)

Educable Menially HandicappedResearch

13R-44-2199

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educahle mentally handicapped: language
arts: typewriting: motor development:
language instruction: reading skills: vo-
cabulary development: spelling: academ-
ic achievement: mentally handicapped

The second of two volumes, the docu-
ment contains the appendixes to a study
which investigated the influence of type-
writing on selected language arts skills
and motor development of educable
mentally retarded students. The academ-
ic achievement of such students in read-
ing. vocabulary, spelling. and in motor
skill development. after completing lan-
guage arts progamed exercises on elec-
tric typewriters instead of by hand with
pen or pencil. is recorded in Volume I

(see EC 03 1254). The appendixes con-
tain material on such topics as progress
reports. participating schools, character-
istics of subjects. typewriting materials.
progress record forms. evaluation and
case study forms, typewriting tests, raw
data. case studies. and teachers' evalua-
tions. (KW)

ABSTRACT 31389
EC 03 1389 ED 046 193
Publ. Date Mar 68 I50p.
Meyen. Edward L.: Carr. Donald L.
An Investigation of Teacher P.xceived
Instructional Problems: Indicators of
In-Service Training Needs for Teach-
ers of the Educahle Mentally Retard-
ed. Special Report.
Iowa University. Iowa City. Special
Education Curriculum Development Cen-
ter
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C.. Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped
EDRS mf .hc
O EG-3-7-002883-0449
BR-6-2883

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentffily handicapped: teacher
attitudes: curriculum problems: educa-
tional problems: teaching methods: in-
structional materials: state surveys: spe-
cial education teachers: special classes:
Iowa: Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped

The study was undertaken to assess in-
structional problems perceived by special
class teaehers. the results of which
would serve as a basis for the develop-
ment of materials for use in the state-
wide in-service training sessions for
teachers of the educable mentally retard-
ed conducted by the Iowa Special Edu-
cation Curriculum Development Center.
To identify topics relevant to levels of
instruction and to specify the significance
of each problem according to a rank or-
der. a survey instrument was designed to
discover both general and specific in-
structional problems and variables which
influence the nature of those problems.
Three dimensions of each problem were
assessedmethodology, appropriateness
of instructional task. affi1 availability of
classroom materials and ideas for activi-
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ties. Descriptive data and findings are
hased on replies from 481 teachers of the
EMR (89% of such teachers in the state).
In general. seat work. social studies ma-
terials and activities. and reading meth-
ods and materials ranked as the most
difficult areas: least difficulty was experi-
enced in use of psychological informa-
tion, special subjects. understanding pup-
il characteristics, and pupil evaluation.
The most meaningful variable was age
level of the class. (KW)

ABSTRACT 31394
EC 03 1394 ED 046 198
Publ. Date Sep 70 33p.
Levitt. Edith
Higher-Order and Lower-Order Read-
ing Responses of Mentally Retarded
and Normal Children at the First-
Grade Level. Interim Report.
Columbia University. New York. New
York. Teachers College
Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped (DHEW/OE). Washington. D. C.
EDRS m f.hc
OEG-2-7 -070701-4249
BR-42200I

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: reading
skills: reading processes: response mode:
mentally handicapped: primary grades

To explore the reading strategies of nor-
mal and retarded children. based on
higher and lov,er order reading re-
sponses. 26 educable mentally handi-
capped and 24 first graders (equated for
reading achievetnent) were tested. It was
hypothesized that normals would make
more higher order reading responses than
educables and educables would make
more lower-order reading responses than
normals. Data were based on errors and
other responses during reading. Results
were felt to confirm the hypothesis pre-
dicting the relationship between educa-
hles and low level responses and partial-
ly confirm the hypothesis of higher4evel
responses for normals. It was concluded
that inculcation of efficient reading swat-.
egies is a legitimate educational goal for
the mentally handicapped. (CD)

ABSTRACT 31441
EC 03 1441 ED N.A.
Pohl. Date Dec 70 10p.
Kang. Ellen Song and Others
Results of Treatment and Termination
of the Diet in Plienylketonuria (PKU).
EDRS not available
Pediatrics: V46 N6 P881-90 Dec 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: disease control:
medical treatment: followup studies: die-
tetics: age differences: medical research:
intelligence quotient: intellectual devel-
opment: intelligence differences: infancy:
phenylketonuri w. phenylalanine diet
(low): pediatrics

To obtain information on
low phenylalanine diet in
phenylkoonuria (PKU),
course of 82 PKU patients
ined with special attention

the value of
treatment of
the c)inical
were exam-
to level of
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intellectual functioning. It was found that
the mean IQ of 27 PK U patients (mean
age 3 years 10 months) treated before 3
weeks of age was comparable to that of
their nnaffected siblings. The mean IQ of
12 patients (mean age 5 years 6 months)
treated between 3 and 6 weeks of age
fell significantly below the mean IQ of
unaffected siblings. Seventeen patients
treated after 8 weeks of age did not dif-
fer in mean IQ from II untreated pa-
tients. although more than half of the
late-tteated group made significant gains
in IQ under treatment. Dietary therapy
was discontinued in 26 eases. In I I pa-
tients followed for 6 years and in 15 fol-
lowed for 2 to 3 1/2 years. no deteriora-
tion was observed. Thirteen atypical
PKUs showed normal intellectual devel-
opment. An unexplained male predomi-
mince was found in this group. (Author/
KW)

ABSTRACT 31502
EC 03 1502 ED 047 432
Publ. Date 70 18p.
Fredericks. H. I). Bud and Others
A Validity Study of the Diagnosis and
Placement of Certified EMP Pupils in
Oregon.
Oregon State System of Higher 'Educa-
tion. Monmouth. Teaching Research Di-
vision
Oregon State Board of Education. Salem
EDRS mf.he

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: student
placement: edjeational diagnosis: test
validity: program evaluation: admission
criteria: student evaluation: placement:
Oregon

In order to determine the validity of
placement procedures for the educable
mentally retarded (EMR) in Oregon and
to examine the value of documents !'sed
in certifying EMR pupils, a diagt..,stie
evaluation was made on 97 children who
were permanently certified as EMR dur-
ing the years 1967-68 (IQ scores of 50
through 80). The children were adminis-
tered medical examinations, educational
and psychological tests, and were rated
by their teachers on the Walker Behavior
Checklist. Results showed that only one
child froM.the sample of 97 was inappro-
priately placed in an EMR class.
Although IQ scores revealed 14 other
children with IQ's above 80. it was con-
cluded that the evidence of educational
performance and medical information
justified the placement. In relation to the
value of the forms used by the Oregon
Board of Education, indications were
made for the need of more stringent vis-
ual and hearing acuity tests and for the
inclusion of standardized educational
tests. The danger of placing a child in an
EMR class primarily on the basis of an
IQ score was emphasized. (RD)

ABSTRACT 31597
EC 03 1597 ED 047 455
Publ. Date Sep 70 233p.
Reiss. Philip
Locus of Control and Social Reinforce-
ment in the Performance of Educable
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Mentally Retarded Boys. Final Re-
port.
State University College. Buffalo. New
York
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C.. Bureau of Research
EDRS mf.hc
0EG-2-9-420091-1066(0 I 0)
BR-9- B-09 I

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: social
reinforcement: self control: behavior rat-
ing scales: mentally handicapped: males:
reinforcers: feedback: task performance:
self concept

The study investigated the mannel in
which locus of control (the degree to
which an individual conceptualizes a re-
lationship between his own behavior and
the outcomes of this behavior) interacted
with selected task and reinforcer varia-
bles in the performance of educable
mentally handicapped boys. One hundred
ninety-two adolescent males performed
each of four tasks in four different rein-
forcement conditions. It was suggested
that tasks themselve. as well as reinfor-
cers. provided information to the individ-
ual concerning his behavior. Results
were interpreted as generally supporting
the hypothesis. Implications were drawn
for the use of reinforcers in the class-
room, the role of task interest in curricu-
lum design. and the need to consider in-
dividual differences in motivational ori-
entation when selecting instructional
materials and methods. (CD)

ABSTRACT 31608
EC 03 1608 D 047 462
Publ. Date 70 7p.
Sitko, Merrill
Input Organizational Strategies of
Educable Mentally Retarded and
Normal Boys in Free Recall Verbal
Learning.
Indiana University. Bloomington. De-
partment of Special Education
EDRS mf.he

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: reten-
tion: verbal learning: associative learn-
ing: learning characteristics: cognitive
processes: paired associate learning

To investigate organizational strategies
of educable mentally retarded (EMR)
and normal boys. the performance of 30
normal boys (mean IQ 105.1) and 30
EMR boys (mean IQ 69.9). ages 7-12
years. was compared on various free
recall learning tasks. Three measures of
input organization employed were cate-
gory clustering, associative clustering.
and subjective organization. Subjects
were presented with five stimulus lists of
12 words each, and were given 12 trials
on each list. Results showed that EMR
boys demonstrated less category cluster-
ing and recall than normal boys on the
categorized list. and less associative clus-
tering and recall on a stimulus list com-
posed of high-associative paradigmatic
noun pairs. Difference in recall between
the groups on a stimulus list of high-as-

sociative syntagmatic word pairs was
significantly less than the difference in
recall on a list of high-associative para-
digmatk: noun pairs. EMR boys also ex-
hibited significantly less recall than nor-
mal boys on stimulus lists of low-asso-
ciative paradigmatic and low-associative
syntagmatic word pairs. (Author/KW)

ABSTRACT 31657
EC 03 1657 El) N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 71 90p.
Wolfensberger. Wolf: Kurtz. Richard A.
Measurement of Parents' Perceptions
of Their Children's Development.
EDRS not available
Genetic Psychology Monographs: V83
NI P3-92 Feb 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: parent attitudes:
prediction: child development: parental
aspiration: parent counseling: attitude
tests

The study investigated parents' percep-
tions of their children's development in
an attempt to obtain information relevant
to the management and counseling of
parents of the retarded. Two techniques
designed to be useful for assessment or
guidance facilitation were developed.
The Parental Realism Assessment Tech-
nique. which assesses parents' concur-
rent realism about their child's behavior-
al attainments, requires them to estimate
their child's developmental age in eight
areas. Estimates are converted into de-
velopmental quotients (DQs) and com-
pared to DQs in each arca as derived
from tests or observations. The second
technique. the Parental Expectation of
Child Development Technique assesses
parents' predictive realism by obtaining
eight parental projections of their child-
ren's development into adulthood. The
techniques were piloted on 190 parents
of 117 developmentally retarded child-
ren. Parents were found to be quite real-
istic about concurrent retardation (69%
of parents' estimates of global intellig-
ence fell within 15 DQ points of the test
DQ). but very unrealistic in predicting
vast improvements, particularly in aca-
demic achievement. Parents expected
about two-thirds of thc children .to be-
come normal, and 23% to finish high
school. Parents who were Protestant. of
high socio-cconomic status. and with less
retarded children were more realistic
than Catholics. low SES parents. and
parent!, with more severely retarded
chilthen. respectively. It was concluded
that the construct of parental realism
must be divided into concurrent and pre-
dictive realism, and that parents are apt
to be realistic on Ole first and unrealisti-
cally over optimistic on the second con-
struct. (KW)

ABSTRACT 31661
EC 03 1661 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 71 4p.
Schwartz. Robert H.: Cook. John J.
Mental Age as a Predictor of Academic
Achievement.
EDRS not available
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Education and Training of the Mentally
Retarded: V6 NI PI2-5 Feb 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: intelligence tests:
student placement: intelligence quotient:
predictive measurement

Data resulting from two studies involving
499 ntentally handicapped children in
special classes revealed that the differ-
ences between actual and expected
achievement tend to increase as a func-
tion of age regardless of IQ. While the
mental age (MA) may be a reasonably
valid measure of the developmental level
of the individual. it was felt that other
factors had a significant effect on
achievement and the MA has questiona-
ble utility as a standard for educational
placement. (Author)

ABSTRACT 31663
EC 03 1663 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Feb 71 5p.
Monroe. J. Donald: Howe. Clifford E.
The Effects of Integration and Social
Class on the Acceptance of Retarded
Adolescents.
EDRS not available
Education and Training of the Mentally
Retarded: V6 NI P20-4 Feb 197(

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: regular
class placement: soeial attitudes: mental-
ly handicapped: peer acceptance

Two questions relating to the social ac-
ceptance of educable mentally handi-
capped adolescents in an integrated ju-
nior high school were investipted.
Seventy educable mentally handicapped
boys were selected. Conclusions drawn
were that the length of time a retarded
student is integrated does not apparently
influence his acceptance, and that social
class appears to be related to social ac-
ceptance. (Author)

ABSTRACT 31748
EC 03 1748 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jan 71 8p.
Cartwright. G. Phillip
The Relationship Iktween Sequences
of Instruction and Mental Abilities of
Retarded Children.
EDRS not available
American Educational Research Journal:
V8NI P143-50 Jan 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: educable mentally
handicapped: learning characteristics:
sequential learning: adolescents

To examine the relationship between in-
structional sequencing and learning abili-
ties of mentally handicapped children. 40
educable mentally handicapped adoles-
cents were tested. The data analyses in-
dicated that subjects taking two different
sequences of instruction covering the
same content obtained equivalent scores
on the criterion tests for immediate
learning, retention, and transfer. The
researchers indicated that the study did
not provide strong support for the theory
that sequences of instruction could be
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matched to children's profiles of abilities.
(CD)

A3STRACT 31787
EC 03 1787 El) 048 683
Publ, Date 70 18p.
Blount. William R.
Retardate and Non-Retardate Concept
Usage Performance: Abstraction Abil-
ity, Number of Referents and Item
Familiarity. Volume 1 , Number S.
South Florida University. Tampa. Insti-
tute III: Exceptional Children and Adults
EDRS m f .hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: concept forma-
tion: thodght processes: abstraction lev-
els: educable mentally handicapped:
comprehension: Florida

To determine concept usage performance
of the mentally handicapped when con-
fronted with familiar items used in the
concept usage tasks. 32 common con-
cepts were presented to 25 educable
mentally handicapped and 22 non-retard-
ed subjects. From the responses to this
number of referents task. a concept
usage task was constructed which re-
quired choosing the three of five pictures
that went together on a given card (one
card per concept) as well as giving a
verbal label for the concept. Results indi-
cated that there were no significant dif-
ferences between the groups on abstrac-
tion ability, on any of three measures
from the number or referents task, or on
the number of items correctly chosen in
the concept usage task. It was noted that
non-retarded subjects did, however, ap-
propriately label sh!Mficantly more of the
concepts in the concept usage task.
(Author/CD)

ABSTRACT 31918
EC 03 1918 ED 047 484
Publ. Date Aug 70 326p.
Cook. John J.: Blessing. Kenneth R.
Class Size and Teacher Aides as Fac-
tors in the Achievement of the Educa-
ble Mentally Retarded. Final Report.
Wisconsin State Department of Public
Instruction. Madison. Division for Hand-
icapped Children
Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped (DHEW/OF.). Washington. D. C.
EDRS mf.he
OEG-3-6-062620-1879
BR-6-2620

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: class
size: teacher aides: student behavior:
mentally handicapped: behavior rating
scales: teacher attitudes: primary grades:
intermediat e grades

The purpose of the study was to deter-
mine the effects of class size and the use
of teacher aides on pupil behavior and
teacher behavior in educable mentally
handicapped classes at the primary and
intermediate grade levels. In the course
of the study 20 classes remained con-
stant and 18 akles were employed
throughout the project. Effects on pupil
behavior were determined by contrasting
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the educajonal and linguistic achieve-
ment and social behaviors in the several
instructional arrangements. Researchers
concluded that the major impact of the
aides alone appeared to be a reduction in
undesirable behavior in the classroom
and an enhancement of the spelling
achievement: class size alone had an
effect on arithmetic and classroom he
havior. with the standard classes gaining
more in math and manifesting less nega-
tive behavior than the increased classes.
It was generally felt that the most pron-
ounced effects of the study appeared in
the primary classes and suggested to the
researchers dim adrninistrative strategies
other than aides and class size should be
developed to enhance the behavioral.
linguistic functioning of intermediate
educable mentally handicapped pupils.
(CD)

ABSTRACT 31920
EC 03 1920 ED 047 485
Publ. Date Aug 70 50p.
Garrison, Mortimer: Hammill. Donald
Who Are the Retarded: Whiple Cri-
teria Applied to Children in Educable
Classes. Final Report.
Temple University. Philadelphia. Penn-
:;ylvania. College of Edueation
Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped (DHEW/OE). Washington. D. C.
EDRS mf.hc
0EG-0-70-2264(607)
BR-482239

Descriptors: exceptional chikl research:
educable mentally handicapped: student
placement: admission criteria: regular
class placement: special classes: elemen-
tary school students: identification:
grouping (instructional purposes)

To compare the performance of children
in classes for the educable mentally
handicapped (EMH) with their peers (age
mates) in regular chisses on relevant
dimensions, to investigate the validity of
class placements using multiple criteria.
and to determine the relationship be-
tween class pinement and demographic
variables. 378 children in EMH classes
and 319 in regular classes (aged II years)
were compared. The Slosson Intelligence
Test for Children and Adults, an adapta-
tion of the Test of Social Inference, an
adaptation of the Temple Informal Read-
ing Inventory, and the Auditory Recep-
tion and Verbal Expression subtests
from the 1968 Illinois Test of Psycholin-
guistic Abilities were given. The distribu-
tions were converted into T-scores and
the children scoring above and below a
T-score of 45 (equivalent in the research
data to an IQ of 75) on each of the varia-
bles were identified. Applying Jastak's
concept of multiple criteria led to the
authors' suggestion that the diagnosis in
25% of the children in EMH classes may
be erroneous in that they scored above
the cutting point on at least four of the
five criteria. Only 31% of those in the
EMH classes failed either four or five of
the five criteria. The authors note that
the findings support efforts to maintain
most children found in EMR classes in
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the regular classroom through the me of
tutoring and resource rooms. (Author/
RD)

ABSTRACT 31923
EC 03 1923 ED 047 487
Publ. Date Sep (9 I69p.
Armstrong. Jenm:
Mathematics Curriculum Innovation
and Evaluation for Educable Mentally
Retarded. Final Report.
Wisconsin Univer.,ity. Madison
Bureau of Education for the Handl-
cappel: DHEW/OE). Washington. D. C.
EDRS mf.tic
OEG-0-8-080568-4598(032)
BR-592706

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: mathe-
matics: curriculum development: evalua-
tion: mentally handicapped: cognitive
Jevelopment

fhe study was divided into three major
phases: to develop a mathematics curric-
alum for educable mentally handicapped:
to develop a measurement instrument to
!valuate the children's learnhg at var-
ious cognitive levels: and to determine
the relative effects of two instructional
approaches (inductive and deductive),
two forms of repetition (exact and var-
ied) and two modes of representation
(manipulative and non-manipulative) on
the children's mathematical learning.
Seventy-two subjects from two elemen-
tary schools were selected and placed in
one of eight program conditions. It was
found that the total program, when IQ
was allowed to vary, resulted in signifi-
cant amounts of learning at various cog-
nitive levels. Manipulative modes of ap-
plication were noted as better facilitating
synthesis level learning than did nonman-
ipulative modes of application. The in-
ductive mode of presentation was feh to
facilitate the learning of set operations
better than the deductive mode. and the
two forms of repetition equally facilitat-
ed all types of mathematical learning.
(CD)

Al3STRACT 31992
EC 03 1992 ED 048 716
Publ. Date Sep 70 I28p.
Lofquist. Lloyd H.: Dawis, Rene V.
Assessing the Work Personalities of
Mentally Retarded Adults. Final Re-
port.
M innesota U niversity, Minneapolis.
Department of Psychology
Social and Rehabilitation Service
(DHEW), Washington, D. C., Division
of Research and Demonstration Grants
EDRS mf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: adults:
vocational aptitude: evaluation methods:
testing problems: test construction; mate-
rial development: General Aptitude Test
Battery: Minnesota Importance Ques-
tionnaire

A series of studies were conducted to
modify the General Aptitude Test Bat-
tery (GATB) and the Minnesota Import-
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ance Questionnaire (MIQ) for use with
menially retarded individuals.
Modification of the GATI3 consisted of
eliminating answer sheets, increasing
practice. individual administration . un-
timed administration, removal of verbally
loaded items, and simplifying test in-
structions and practice problems. None
of these modifications significantly
changed the test performance of the
mentally retarded subjects. Modification
of the MIQ involved rewriting the item
stems at a readability level which was
understandable to mentally retarded indi-
viduals. Form S. the revised 17-scale
MIQ. was found equivalent to the stgnd-
ard MIQ in terms of profile similaiity
and, for 11 of 17 scales. equivalent
means and standard deviations.
Individual differences in measured abili-
ties and needs among the mentally re-
tarded were found to approximate those
of the non-mentally retarded.
Applicability of the Theory of Work
Adjustment. utilizing the GATB and
Form S MIQ in assessing work personal-
ities, is indicated for mentally retarded
individuals in the borderline and. to a
lesser extent, the mild categories.
(Author)

ABSTRACT 32019
EC 03 2019 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Apr 71 16p.

Mercer, Jane R.
Sociocultural Factors in Laheling
Mental Retardates.
EDRS not available
Peabody Journal of Education: V48 N3
PI88-203 Apr 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: socioe-
conomic influences: cultural factors:
minority groups: identification: Mexican
Americans: Negroes: evaluation meth-
ods: mentally handicapped: California

The discussion concerns the dispropor-
tionate' numbers of persons from low
socioeconomic groups and from ethnic
minorities found in a California survey
who had been labeled as mentally retard-
ed. Possible explanations investigated
included an analysis of the labeling proc-
ess. analysis of children who had been
identified as educable. analysis of the
labeling process in the public schools.
and the interaction between sociocultural
factors and clinical measures. The corre-
lation between sociocultural factors and
standard measures of intelligence were
significant. Ethnic groups alone account-
ed for 28% of the variance in IQ's be-
tween Anglos. Mexican-Americans, and
Negroes, while socioeconomic status
accounted for only 10.9% of the vari-
ance. Persons from the ethnic minorities
who were considered retarded had fewer
physical disabilities and adaptive behav-
ior failures than retarded Anglos. One
conclusion was that the higher rates of
identification as retarded in minority
groups .may be the result of a culture-
bound perspective in the interpretation
of clinical measures. (RJ)

4-)

ABSTRACT 32112
EC 03 2112 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Mar 71 11 p.

Birenbaum. Arnold
The Mentally Retarded Child in the
linme and the Family Cycle.
ENS not available
Journal of Health and Social Behavior:
VI2 NI P55-65 Mar 1971

Descriptors: exceptional chikl research:
mentally handicapped: mother attitudes:
parent child relationship: family (sociol-
ogical unit): parent role: child rearing:
parent attitudes .

The discussion of family structure, or-
ganization. and community participation
of families with a mentally retarded child
at home is based on interviews with 103
mothers of retarded children. The article
focuses upon the adaptations of mothers
in particular. Explained is how the prob-
lem of managing the child at home is
considered to be made routine by emu-
lating conventional parenthood, and thus
constructing a normal-appearing life
style. Despite their difficulty in treating
their children like normal children. which
was how the mothers believed a retarded
child should be brought up. mothers
were able to establish routines in the
home. Especially in the early years. the
child could be included in conventional
domestic life. Routinization of dkability
was regarded as more difficult in the fu-
ture. because the mother's activities in
relation to her older retarded child paral-
leled less and less those of mothers of
normal children, and a normal-appearing
round of life thus would be less able to
be maintained. Mothers role perform-
ances were skewed in the direction of
expressive versus instrumental activities,
based on advocacy of strategies contrast-
ing with actual behavior and which were
intended primarily for claiming that con-
ventional routines were being followed,
and based on capacity to meet expecta-
tions of other family members. (Author/
KW)

ABSTRACT 32148
EC 03 2148 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 21 I p.
Segal, Robert M.
Mental Retardation and Social Action:
A Study of the Associations for Re-
tarded Children as a Force for Social
Change.
EDRS not available
Charles C Thomas. Publisher, 301-327
East Lawrence Avenue, Springfield, Illi-
nois 62703 ($9.50).

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: parent associa-
tions: group structure: national organiza-
tions: social change: socioeconomic sta-
tus: state agencies: group dynamics

The purpose of the study was to examine
the role that voluntary parents' associa-
tions concerned with the welfare of the
mentally retarded have played as a force
for social change. Selected for study
were the National Association for Re-
tarded Children. three of its autonomous
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state unitc and four local units. Data On
the structure. 111011 hership. and social
action strategies of the associations were
gathered through printed material, ques-
tionnaires. interviews, and attendance at
meetings. Examined arc the historical
development and structure of the asso-
ciations. Socioeconomic characteristics
of the membership are delineated . in-
cluding a comparison of parents and non-
parents of retarded children with regard
to their social characteristics, attitudes
and degree of participation in the asso-
ciation. Classification of members' re-
tarded children is presented. Social ac-
tion goals and strategies arc examined on
a national. slate, and local level, and var-
ious types of strategies are ranked ac-
cording to frequency of use and effec-
tiveness. Case studies of three State
Offices of Mental Retardation are used to
describe the role played by the associa-
tions in the implementation of these
agencies. (KW)

ABSTRACT 32224
EC 03 2224 E) 050 510
Publ. Date 71 21p.
Goodman, H. and Others
Social Acceptance of EMRs Integrated
into a Nongraded Elementary School.
Volume 1, Number 20,
Research Institute for Educational Prob-
lems, Cambridge. Massachusetts
EDRS mf.he

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: peer re-
lations: regular class placement: discrimi-
natory attitudes (social): mentally handi-
capped: nongraded primary system: spe-
cial classes: elementary school students:
social attitudes

Twenty intermediate and 16 primary
grade children were administered so-
ciometric questionnaires to determine the
social acceptance of three groups of
children: normal children, educable men-
tally handicapped who were integrated
into the academic routine of a nongraded
school, and educables who remained seg-
regated in a self-contained class. Results
were felt to show that both integrated
and segregated educable mentally handi-
capped were rejected significantly more
often than normal children, that younger
children are more accepiing of others
than older children, that boys express
more overt rejection than girls. and that
integrated educables arc rejected more
than segrewled ones by boys but not by
girls. The conclusion wit.. advanced that
regardless of intellectual level, the label-
ing of certain children as retarded may
affect the expectations that normal child-
ren maintain for them: and that the sante
behaviors that lead to rejection when
exhibited by normals may not result in
social rejection when exhibited by ch Id-
ren classified as mentally handicapped.
(Author/CD)

ABSTRACT 32298
EC 03 2298 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Mar 71 7p.
Fuller, Renee: Shuman. Joyce

Educable Mentatly HandicappedResearch

Treated Phenylketonuria: Intelligence
and Wood Phenylalanine Levels.
EDRS not available
American Joarnal of Mental Deficiency:
V75 N5 1'539-45 Mar 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
dietetics: hiochemistry: mentally handi-
capped: intelligence: phenylketon uria

Analysis of 113 phenylketonurics on
treatment with a low phenylalanine diet
showed: a decrease in performance on
tests of intelligence in children younger
than 18 months when blood phenylalan-
int: levels were below 5 mg/100 ml, rais-
ing the question of whether phenylalan-
int: needs of phenylketonuric infants are
greater than normal infants and older
children: dietary regimens producing
phenylalaninc levels above 5 mg/I00 nil
were not followed by a decrease in IQ:
discontinuation of dietary treatment was
P.:ore deleterious to the IQ of those
children whose phenylalanine intake had
been more limited (blood phenylalanine
level less than 9 mg/I00 ml) in the year
immediately prior to discontinuation than
in those children kept on more liberal
intake (phenylalanine greater than 9 mg/
100 m1). (Author)

ABSTRACT 32301
EC 03 2301 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Mar 71 5p.
Chasey. William C.; Wyrick. Waneen
Effects of a Physical Developmental
Program on Psychomotor Ability of
Retarded Children.
EDRS not available
American Journal of Mental Deficiency:
V75 N5 P566-70 Mar 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: physical
fitness: psychomotor skills: mentally
handicapped

The Oseretsky Tests of Motor Proficien-
cy were administered to 27 educable
mentally handicapped (EMH) children
before and after participating in a 15-

week physical developmental program.
and to 20 EMH children not enrolled in
the developmental program. A compari-
son of pre- and post-program perform-
ances on the Oseretsky Tests indicated
that: EMH children receiving a concen-
trated physical education program im-
proved significantly in the gross motor
skill components of the Oseretsky Test,
and these improvements resulted in the
experimental EM group surpassing the
control group on the majority of items of
the posttest. (Author)

ABSTRACT 32549
EC 03 2549 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 71 6p.
Neeman. Renate L.; Phillips, Herbert E.
Perceptual-Motor Attributes of M ental
Retardates.
EDRS not available
American Journal of Occupational Thera-
py: V25 N5 P253-8 Jul-Aug 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally Irldicapped: perceptual motor
coordinaboa: test evaluation: testing:

evaluation methods: young adults: Pur-
due Perceptual-Motor Sup/ I,

The Purdue Perceptual-Motor Survey
wns applied to the evaluation of mentally
retarded clients in a sheltered workshop.
The study sought to investieate test-re-
test reliability, and construci validity of
the instrument for young adult mental
retardates. Correlation analysis was
used. Test-retest reliabiliiy was adequate
(76-95) for all but three of 20 items ad-
ministered. Interrelations among items in
the present study were consistent with
those previously obtained by Roach and
Kephart sampling normal achieving
school children. In addition, several sig-
nificant correlations among items in the
present study appeared to be reflections
of the frequent incidence of perceptual-
motor deficits in the mental retardates
surveyed. Several items appeared to be
intercorrelated with background ariables
IQ. CA, or sex. The findings supported
construct validity of the Perceptual-Mo-
tor Survey as applied to young adult
mental retardates. (Author/KW)

ABSTRACT 32585
EC 03 2585 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 8p.
Gozali, Meyen, Edward L.
The Influence of the Teacher Expect-
ancy Phenomenon on the Academic
Performances of Educable Mentally
Retarded Pupils in Special Classes.
EDRS not available
Journal of Special Education: V4 N4
P417-24 Fall-Win 1970

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: teacher
attitudes: academic achievement: mental-
ly handicapped: self fulfilling prophecies

A review of research shows that expect-
ancy has been suggested as a motivation-
al force which could be used to improve
academic achievement. Rosenthal & Ja-
cobson (1968) found that teachers' high
expectations of students' academic
achievement had a significant impact on
slow learners. An experiment was con-
ducted to further explore the impact of
expectancy on educable mentally retard-
ed students. The results did not support
the notion of linear relations between
expectancy and improved academic
achievement. It seems that the teaching-
learning process. when investigated uni-
dimensionally, yields ambiguous results.
It is strongly suggested that, rather than
seeking simple answers to complex prob-
lems, complex processes should be in-
vestigated with complex methodologies.
(Author)

ABSTRACT 32586
EC 03 2586 ED N.A.
Publ. Date 70 5p.
Levitt, Edith
The Effect of Context on the Reading
of Mentally Retarded and Normal
Children at the First Grade Level.
EDRS not available
Journal of Special Education: V4 N4
P425-9 Fall-Win 1970
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Descriptors: exceptional chikl research:
educable mentally handicapped: reading
ability: context clues: mentally handi-
capped

The study tested two hypotheses: that
inclusion in context will produce signifi-
cant improvement in word recognition of
mentally retarded and normal subjects
reading at the first grade levei. and that
facilitation of word recognition by con-
text will he significantly greater for nor-
mal. as compared to mentally retarded.
subjects. The procedure involved com-
parison of reading performance under
wordlist and context conditions. An anal-
ysis of variance, based nn error scores.
upheld the study's first hypothesis. but
failed to support the second. (Author/
KW)

ABSTRACT 32619
EC 03 2619 ED 051 619
Publ. Date 71 212p.
Braginsky. Dorothea D.: Braginsky. Ben-
jamin M.
liansels and Crete Is: Studies of Child-
ren in Institutions for the Mentally
Retarded.
EDRS not available
Holt, Rinehart and Winston. Inc.. 383
Madison Avenue. New York, New York
10017 ($6.95).

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: psychol-
ogical characteristics: institutionalized
(persons): attitudes: interpersonal compe-
tence: self concept: family characteris-
tics: mentally handicapped: theories

Data from research with mildly mentally
retarded children conducted in state
training schools contradicts prevalent
conceptions and theories of mental ;oar-
dation and supports a new way of con-
ceptualizing retardation, in which retar-
dates arc not seen qualitatively differ-
ent from others nor as defective or less
than human organisms. Investigated were
retardates' effectiveness in interpersonal
manipulation. adaptation to their envi-
ronment. family background and reasons
for institutionalization, and attitudes
toward retardation as compared to those
of the staff. Results show the retardates
to he adept, rational, sensitive, resource-
ful. and intelligent human beings, able to
carry out subtle manipulative strategies.
control mid exploit their somewhat hos-
tile environment, and maintain their be-
lief that they were not particularly stupid
or different even in the face of the staff's
opposite views. Children were often in-
stitutionalized for reasons of rejection or
family disintegration. It is concluded that
mental retardation is a sociopolitical
rather than psychological construct, stig-
matizing victims of social events who are
not psychologically different from other
persons. Theoretical and treatment impli-
cations emphasize need to establish co-
operative retreats free from the myth of
mental deficiency. (KW)

ABSTRACT 32686
EC 03 2686 ED 052 551
Publ. Date Oct 70 70p.
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A Follow-Up and Comparison of
(raduates from Two Types of High
School Programs for the Mentally
Handicapped. Final Report.
Dearborn Public Schools. Michigan
Office of Education WHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C.
EDRS mf.he
0EG-3-7-068680-0106
I3R-6.8680

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: senior
high schools: educational methods: regu-
lar class placement: special classes: fol-
lowup sti:dies: vocational adjustment:
personal adjustment: socioeconomic sta-
tus: program evaluation: mentally handi-
capped

Compared is the post high school adjust-
ment of graduates of two types of spe-
cial education programs for the educable
mentally handicapped: a self-contained.
vocationally oriented program separate
from general education (School A) and a
program integrated into the general high
school. where job experience is concur-
rent with general education and courses
arc not specificatly vocationally oriented
(School 13). Graduates of School B who
have been out of school for varying
lengths of time were also compared with
each other. Interviewed were 41 School
A and 41 School B graduates from the
years 1964 and 1965. and 114 School B
students who graduated between 1952

and 1963. Students were compared on
social, vocational, and economic mea-
sures, such as job placement. tenure.
income. community participation. and
other factors. It was found that gradu-
ates of School B had a better school at
tendance record, held more full-time
jobs, had higher occupational levels and
salaries, were more likely to seek further
education. were more prudent in money
management. married later or remained
single more often. had better homes, and
participated more actively in community
activities. (KW)

ABSTRACT 32687
EC 03 2687 ED 051 621
Publ. Date Feb 70 76p.
Ringelheim. Daniel and Others
The Relationship Among Various Di-
chotomous Descriptive Personality
Scales and Achievement in the Mental-
ly Retarded: A Study of the Relevant
Factors Influencing Academic
Achievement at Various Chronological
Age Levels. Final Report.
New York University. New York.
School of Education
Office of Education (DHEW). Washing-
ton. D. C.. Bureau of Research
EDRS mf.hc
BR-6-2685
OEG-0-8-062685- 1762(032)

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: academ-
ic achievement: personality: self control:
personality assessment: age differences

Examined were relationships among var-
ious verbal and nonverbal personality

C)

scales purporting to measure extent to
which an individual behaves as if he. or
the environment, controls events. Also
investigated were developmental trends
related to this internal-external dimen-
sion of personality and its relation to
academic achievement of the educable
mentally retarded (EMR). Subjects were
215 EMR children (ages 9-15 years. IQ
range 45-82), who werc administered a
battery of six tests. The hypotheses that
there would be a significant relationship
among the personality measures at all
age levels across settings. and that there
would he a developmental trend across
the age span involved. moving from an
external to internal frame of reference as
age increased, were not sustained. It was
concluded that internal and external di-
mensions of personality play a minimal
role in the academic achievement of
EMR students as compared to the roles
played by MA and CA. (See El) 038 779.
EC 003 339 for project interim report.)
(Author/KW)

ABSTRACT 32704
EC 03 27(14 El) N.A.
Publ. Date Sum 71 6p.
Chaffin, Jerry D. and Othems
Two Followup Studies of Former Ed-
ucable Mentally Retarded Students
from the Kansas Work-Study Project.
EDRS not available
Exceptional Children: V37 NIO P733-8
Sum 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: voca-
tional adjustment: followup studies:
work study programs: mentally handi-
capped

Two followup studies were conducted to
investigate the post-school adjustment of
educable mentally retarded subjects from
the Kansas Work-Study Program and a
comparison sample from neighboring
school districts. The results indicated
that most of these educable mentally re-
tarded students would be employed in
the competitive labor market without the
benefits of a work study program.
Students who had participated in the
work study program, however, were
graduated more often, held their jobs
longer, and earned more money than did
the students from the comparison group.
(Author)

ABSTRACT 32758
EC 03 2758 ED 052 577
Publ. Date 71 105p.
Stedman. Donald J.. Ed.
Current Issues in Mental Retardation
and Human Development: Selected
Papers from the 1970 Staff Develop..
ment Conferences of the President's
Committee on Mental Retardation
(Washington, D.C., 1971).
President's Committee on Mental Retar-
dation, Washington. D. C.
EDRS inf.hc

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: child develop-
ment: genetics: screening tests: interven-
tion: teacher education.. rubella: epale-
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miology

Six papers discms sonic of the current
issues in the field of mental retardation
and human development. Epidemiology
of mental retardation from a sociological
and clinical point of view is analyzed by
Jane R. Mercer. based ou studies of
mental retardation in the community in
Pomona. California. The role of genetics
and intra-nterine diagnosis of genetic
disorders in relation to mental retarda-
tion is discussed by Henry Nadler.
William K. Frankenburg reviews the
importance of early identification of de-
velopmental problems. essential charac-
teristics of screening tests. and sonic
available developmental screening tests.
particularly the Denver Developmental
Screening Test, Ira J. Gordon considers
the effects of early educational interven-
tion programs on early development.
focusing upon the family as a target and
upon programs that are research pro-
grams rather than service efforts without
research or evaluation. New directions in
reformulation efforts of leacher educa-
lion are outlined by Nicholas J. Anasta-
siow. Louis Z. Cooper discusses rubella
in terms of developmental problems and
family health services. (KW)

ABSTRACT 32829
EC 03 2829 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jul 71 5p.
Flynn. Timothy M.
Implicit Criteria Used to Determine
Promotion for Normal and Retarded
Students.
EDRS not available
Psychology in the Schools: V8 N3 P204-8
Jul 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: grade
repetition: slow learners: student behav-
ior: social adjustment: behavior patterns:

'behavior rating scales: teacher attitudes:
mentally handicapped: failure factors:
Elementary School Adjustment Seale

Designed to determine whether implicit
criteria used by teachers in making deci-
sions concerning promotion were based
on the student's personal and social ad-
justment or on his mastery of subject
matter, the study involved 61 retarded
clementary students with !Qs below 84
and 61 randomly selected normal stu-
dents. Mean chronological ages were 9.8
and 10.6 years respectively, and mean
grade placements were 3.3 and 4.6.
Teachers rated student classroom behav-
hr on the Elementary School Adjust-
ment Seale in order to predict the prom-
oted-retained criterion. Two tables of
ratings tended to support the contention
that retention may be an overt remedial
technique and a covert punishment for1
students exhibiting undesirable elassrcom
behavior. Curricular remedies for paor
school adjustment and poor academic
achievement arc suggested as viable al-
ternatives to retention. (CB)

ABSTRACT 32881
EC 0362881 ED 053 503
Publ. Date Feb 71 133p.
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I.adner. Judith L.
Enhancement of ('roductive Thinking
in Institutionalized Mental Retardates.
Final Report.
Eordham University. Bronx. New York
Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped (DHEW/OE). Washington. D. C.
EDRS mf.hc

EG -2-700017
BR-42-2272

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: institutionalized
(persons): divergent thinking: educable
mentally hididicapped: creativity re-
search: program descriptions: convergent
thinking

The purpose of the study was to evaluate
the effectiveness of a supplementary
program of 30 lessons to increase the
productive thinking abilities (divergent
thinking) of educable mentally handi-
capped students. An experimental group
of 30 institutionalized children were giv-
en the supplementary lessons at n rale of
three per week. The lessons. based on
the brainstorming technique. were felt to
encourage ideational fluency, familiarity
with the principles of change. improved
observational ability. increased sensitivi-
ty. and originality through improvisation.
Significant improvz.ment was noted for
all but the factor of figural elaboration. It
was concluded that enhancement of crea-
tive performance was feasible in institu-
tionalized educable mentally handicapped
students. The value of the brainstorming
te,:hnique (in which the pupils' ideas
were allowed to flow freely) as a specific
teaching tool was stressed as having fu-
ture educational program implications.
The verbal functioning was found to be
improved and the improvement was felt
to be a reflection of a transition from
convergent to divergent modes of think-
ing. The 30 lesson plans used in the ex-
periment are included in the appendix.
(CD)

ABSTRACT 32919
EC 03 2919 ED N.A.
Publ. Dale 71 64p.
Springer. Ninfa Saturnino
Nutrition and Mental Retardation: An
Annotated Bibliography, 1964-1970.
Michigan University, Ann Arbor. Insti-
tute forThe Study of Mental Retardation
EDRS not available
Institute for the Study of Mental Retar-
dation, University of Michigan, 611

Church Street. Ann Arbor. Michigan
48104 ($1A).

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: epilepsy: annotat-
ed bibliographies: nutrition: eating hab-
its: physical development: metabolism:
dietetics

Intended as an introduction for nutrition-
ists specializing in mental retardation.
and as a source of research topics. the
annotated bibliography presents selected
articles published between 1964 and 1970
on all aspects of nutrition in mental re-
tardation excepting inborn errors of me-
tabolism. General topics covered arc:

nutritionist role in facilities serving men-
tally retarded: relationships of nutrition
and birthweight to mental retardation:
physical growth and other anthropome-
trie measurements of mentally retarded:
midnutrition and its effect on nervous
system development, which includes nu-
trient deficiency and nutrient intoxica-
tion: nutrient metabolism in mental roar-
dation. which includes a section on car-
bohydr..es and protein, a section on vi-
tamins. minerals, and water, and a sec-
tion on nutrient metabolism in mongol-
ism: and techniques in feeding and thera-
peutic nutrition for the mentally retarded
and associated conditions such as epilep-
sy, which includes references published
prior to 1964. (CB)

ABSTRACT 32953
EC 03 2953 El) N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 71 4p.
Logan. Daniel L. and Others
The Use of Multiple Reinforeers in a
Rehabilitation Setting.
EDRS not available
Mental Retardation: V9 N3 P376 Jun
1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: sheltered work-
shops: motivation techniques: vocational
rehabilitation: [miles: reinforcers

The study was conducted to determine
the effects of multiple reinforeers on per-
formance level of mentally handicapped
in a sheltered workshop setting. Six men-
tally handicapped trainees. aged 16 to 19
years. were divided into two groups and
social and monetary reinforcement ap-
plied. Multiple reinforcement in the form
of visual and verbal display was found to
facilitate performance rates. whereas
token reinforcement had a less predicta-
ble effect. Results were felt to suggest
that performance rates in a sheltered
workshop setting could be increased
without the costly purchase of material
reinforcers. (CD)

ABSTRACT 32962
EC 03 2962 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Jun 71 4p.
Edlund. Calvin V.
Changing Classroom Behavior of Re-
tarded Children; Using Roinforcers in
the Home Environment and Parents
and Teachers as 'Trainers.
EDRS not available
Mental Retardation: V9 N3 P33-6 Jun
1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: behavior
change: family environment: mentally
handicapped: reinforeers: parent role:
teacher role

Using six Educable Mentally Handi-
capped subjects living at home and at-
tending public school, a procedure was
established for making reinforcers availa-
ble in the home environment for cooper-
ative and attentive classroom behavior.
Throughout the program, both parents
and teachers of the subjects served as
trainers. At the conclusion of the study.
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all subjects were found to exhibit
marked improvement in both academic
performance and classroom behavior.
(Author)

ABSTRACT 33028
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PuhL Date Jan 70 79p.
Rickert. Devoe C.: Morrey. James 0.
Parent Training in Precise Behavior
Management with Mentally Retarded
Children. Final Report.
Utah State University. Logan
Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped (DHEW/OEL Washington. D. C.
EDRS mf.hc
OEG-8-9542135-2023(032)

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
parent role: precision teaching: parent
education: mentally handicapped: behav-
ior change: child rearing

The purpose of the study was to explore
the effect on parents and children of
training parents in the use of the preci-
sion teaching approach to behavior modi-
fication in an effort to increase their abil-
ity to manage retarded children at home.
During a 10-week training period. parents
learned the modificiition procedure
evolved by Ogden Lindsley and were
successful in managing behavior. Of the
20 families who attended the first group
meeting. only six attended more than
two sessions although 10 others offered
what were considered to be good reasons
for discontinuance. Individual case stud-
ies are cited which reveal the immediacy
of the changes in most instances, and
tables and graphs report this information.
Projects that were only marginally signif-
icant or not amenable to statistical evalu-
ation are also included. Conclusions
were that parents can be trained in pre-
cise behavioral management and can
become independent and creative in its
use. Recommendations concern reduc-
tion of attrition rate. simplified rate data
forms. and use of a specific text. (RJ)

A3STRACT 33099
EC 03 3099 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Aug 68 I44p.
Good man. Lawren cc and Others
The Effectiveness and Methodology of
Group Therapy with Retarded Adoles-
cents. Final Report.
New York Medical College. New York.
Mental Retardation Center
EDRS not available
Mental Retardation Center. New York
Medical College. 1249 Fifth Avenue,
New York, New York 10029.

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
mentally handicapped: educable mentally
handicapped: group therapy: adolescents:
females: mother attitudes: self concept:
family problems: records (forms)

20

Mildly retarded adolescent girls and their
mothers met weekly for I 1/2 hours over
a 2-year period to participate in simulta-
neous group therapy. Each adolescent
group consisted of 8 members, while all
mothers met in one group. The main
objective of adolescent therapy was to
help the girls evolve a firm. individual
image of themselves as human beings.
The main objective of parental therapy.
which consisted primarily of mothers
although some fathersparticipated occa-
sionally. was the ongoing life experience
of parents with their retarded adoles-
cents. Some comparisons of treatment
groups and specific content in group dis-
cussions were presented. Briefly men-
tioned was a summer work program
serving as prevocational training for 27
members of the four older adoleScent
counseling groups. An examination of
program evaluation included background
information on group selection, data
collection. and analysis and results of
data. Conclusions indicated that modified
group counseling was an effective thera-
peutic approach with the retarded.
Found in nearly all program participants
were improved. realistic self concepts.
greater capacity for expressing feelings
within family milieu and other social sit-
uations, and an ability to assume greater
independence. Appended are a social
work interview form, screening material
schedule. psychiatric evaluation form.
and teacher's rating schedule. (CB)

ABSTRACT 33215

Ec 03 3215.
Buckholdt. David and Others
Effect of Contingent Reinforcement on
Reading Performance with Primary
Special Education Children.
EDRS mf.hc
Paper Presented at the American Educa-
tional Research Association Convention
(New York. New York. February, 1970.

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: slow
learners: positive reinforcement: reading
speed: residing difficulty: behavior
change: mentally handicapped

A positive reinforcement system was
designed to see if reinforcement proce-
dures, proven effective in modifying a
wide range of disruptive classroom be-
haviors, would be effective for children
who are not particularly disruptive but
who work so slowly and ponderously
that they fail to make satisfactory aca-
demic progress. Subjects were five such
slow learners. ages 7-9 years. who, be-
cause of measured IQs of 65-80. were in

a special remedial class. Reading. using
the Sullivan Prognimed Reading Series.
was selected as the remedial e;perimell-
tal task. An AHAB reversal design was
used to test effectiveness of reinforce-
ment system in accelerating nue of
working in the readers. defined as num-
ber of correct responses per day. In A or
baseline conditions, students worked on
programed reading frames without ex-
frinsic reinforcement. while in B condi-
tions individual reinforcement contingen-
cies were set (points exchangeable for
store hems). It was found that number of
correct responses per daily 20-minute
period was accelerated ov.ir baseline
while accuracy remained high in condi-
tion B. When performance contingencies
were withdrawn. performance deteriorat-
ed, but recovered when contingencies
were reinstated. (KW)

ABSTRACT 33239
EC 03 3239 ED N.A.
Publ. Date Sep 71 8p.
Garrison. Mortimer. Jr.: Hammill. Don-
ald D.
Who Arc the Retarded?
EDRS not available
Exceptional Children: V38 NI PI3-20
Sep 1971

Descriptors: exceptional child research:
educable mentally handicapped: student
placement: intelligence level: mentally
handicapped: identification

Eleven year old children in educable and
regular classes from the five county
greater Philadelphia area were compared
on the Slosson Intelligence Test for
Children and Adults, an adaptation of
the Test of Social Inference, an r.dapta-
don of the Temple Informal Reading
Inventory, and the Auditory Reception
and Verbal Expression subtests from the
1968 Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic
Abilities. The distributions for the total
sample were converted into T scores.
and the children scoring above and be-
low a T s c,..e of 45 (equivalent to an IQ
of 75) pa ...itch of the variables were
identified. Applying Jastak and his col-
leagues' concept of multiple criteria sug-
gested to the researchers that 25% of the
children in educable classes may be mis-
placed since they scored above the cut-
ting point on at least four of the five cri-
teria. Only 31% of those in the educable
classes failed either four or five of the
five criteria. The combination of a read-
ing problem and a lower IQ is highly
associated with educable placement. The
findings support efforts to place most
children found in educable classes into
the regular classroom through the use of
tutoring and resource rooms. (Author)
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ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE is operated by Leasco Information Products, Inc. tor the U.S. Office of Education.

*SUBJECT TO ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM.

AUTHORIZATION DATE

TITLE OR DEPT

2 8MAKE ALL DRAFTS PAYABLE TO EDRS
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PRICE LIST

Microfiche Copy Each Title .65
Hard Copy Each Title by number of pages:

Pages: 1 - 100 3.29
101 - 200 6.58
201 - 300 9.87
301 - 400 13.16
401 - 500 16.45

Each Additional 100 pages or
portion thereof. 3.29

1. Book Rate or Library Rate postage is included in above
prices.
2. The difference between Book Rate or Library Rate and
first class or foreign postage (outside the continental United
States) rate will be billed at cost.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. PRICE LIST
The prices set forth above may be changed

without notice; however, any price change will
be subject to the approval of the U.S. Office of
Education Contracting Officer.

2. PAYMENT
The prices set forth above do not include

any sales, use, excise, or similar taxes which
may apply to tin sale of microfiche or hard
copy to the Customer. The cost of such taxes,
if any, shall be borne by the Customer.

Payment shall be made net thirty (30) days
from date of invoice. Payment shall be without
expense to LIPCO.

3. REPRODUCTION
Materials supplied hereunder may only be

reproduced by not-for-profit educational insti-
tutions and organizations; provided however,
that express permission to reproduce a copy-
righted document provided hereunder must be
obtained In writing from the copyright holder
noted on the title page of such copyrighted
document.
4. CONTINGENCIES

LIPCO shall not be liable to Customer or
any other person for any failure or delay in the
performance of any obligation if such failure of
delay, (a) is due to events beyond the control
of LIPCO including, but not limited to, fire,
storm, flood, earthquake, explosion, accident,
acts of the public enemy, strikes, lockouts,
labor disputes, labor shortage, work stoPPages,
transportation embargoes or delays, failure or
shortage of materials, supplies or machinery,
acts of God, or acts or regulations or priorities
of the federal, state, or local governments, (b) is
due to failures of performance of subcontrac-
tors beyond LIPCO's control and without
negligence on the part of LIPCO, or (c) is due

to erroneous or incomplete Information fur-
nished by Customer.

5. LIABILITY
LIPCO's liability, if any, arising hereunder

shall not exceed restitution of charges.
In no event shall LIPCO be liable for special,

consequential, or liquidated damages arising
from the provision of services hereunder.

S. WARRANTY
LIPCO MAKES NO WARRANTY, EX-

PRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO ANY MATTER
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY WAR-
RANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FIT-
NESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

7. CHANGES
No waiver, alteration, or modification of

any of the provisions hereof shall be binding
unlew in writing and signed by an officer of
LI PCO.

S. DEFAULT AND WAIVER
a. If Customer fails with respect to this or

any other agreement with LIPCO to pay any
invoice when due or to accept any shipment as
ordered, LIPCO may without prejudice to other
remedies defer any further shipments until the
default is corrected, or cancel this Purchase
Order.

b. No course of conduct nor any delay of
LIPCO in exercising any right hereunder shall
waive any rights of LIPCO or modify this
Agreement

9. GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be construed to be

between merchants. Any question concerning
its validity, construction, or performance shall
be governed by the laws or the State of New
York.
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*SUBJECT TO ALL TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON REVERSE SIDE dF THIS FORM.

BILL TO:

EUE REPORTS

ON-DEMAND ORDER BLANK

SHIP TO:

ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE
LEASCO INFORMATION PRODUCTS, INC.

P.O. Drawer 0, Bethesda, Md. 20014

PURCHASE ORDER NO.

ITEM

......._ .. - - .

ED Number
Number of Copies PRICE

(sae reverse)

TOTAL
PRICE

To order ERIC REPORTS include complete information for all
order form items. Please print or type all information clearly.

1. Complete "bill to" and "ship to" addiesses. Be sure to
complete "ship to" address if different from "bill to". A like
"ship to" address may be completed as "SAME". Include zip
code.

2. Order by printing ED number in designated space. ED
accession number, are listed in Research in Education (ME).
RIE may be purchased from: Superintendent of Documents,
GPO, Washington, D.C. 20402.

3. Include number of copies (1, 2, 3, etc.) to be ordered in
appropriate space. Use MF space for microfiche copies, use HC
space for hard copy (paper). Check RIE for availability of
document in MF and NC.

4. Include price from the rate schedule. (Refer to price schedule
on back.) Prices are also published in current issues of R IE.

5. Some ED numbers represent a series of titles, and will be
billed by title, not ED number. A list of applicable ED numbers
is available.

6. Extend number of copies and price for total price for each
entry.

7. Add item. 1 through 15 and insert amount in "Sub-Total"
box.

8. Add state sales tax for Illinois and Maryland or check box
and cite tax exemption number for Illinois and Maryland only.

9. Add "Sub-Total" and "Tax" and insert amount in "Toter

MF HC

I

I

1----

10

11

12

13

14
box.

10. Indicate method desired. Payment must accompany

15 I I

payment
all orders of $10.00 or less. Make all drafts payable to EDRS.

0 TAX

El DEPOSIT

0 CHARGE

0 CHECK

NUMBER SUB-TOTAL
11. Sign AUTHORIZATION and date order.

ACCT. NUMBER

(OVER $10.00)

NUMBER

TAX
12. Include only 15 entries per form. Complete and sign
additional forms if required.

13. Quality warranty. LIPCO will repla:e products returned
because of reproduction defects or incompleteness. The quality

TOTAL
of the input document is not the responsibility of LIPCO. Best
available copy will be supplied.

ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE is operated by Leasco Information Products, Inc. for the U.S. Office of Education.

AUTHORIZATION DATE

TITLE OR DEPT.

n
R5 0 MAKE ALL DRAFTS PAYABLE TO EDRS



PRICE LIST

Microfiche Copy Each Title .65
Hard Copy Each Title by number of pages:

Pages: 1 - 100 3,29
101 - 200 6.58
201 - 300 9.87
301 - 400 13.16
401 - 5Gb 16.45

Each Additional 100 pages or
portion thereof. 3.29

1. Book Rate or Library Rate postage is included in above
prices.
2. The difference between Book Rate or Library Rate and
first class or foreign postage (outside the continental United
States) rate will be billed at cost.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1, PRICE LIST
The prices set forth above may be changed

without notice; however, any price change will
las subject to the approval of the U.S. Office of
Education Ccntracting Officer.

2. PAYMENT
The prices set forth above do not include

any sales, use, excise, or similar taxes which
may apply to the sale of microfiche or hard
copy to the Customer. The cost of such taxes,
if any, shall be borne by the Customer.

Payment shell be made net thirty (30) days
from date of invoice. Payment shall be without
expense to LIPCO.

3. REPRODUCTION
Materials supplied hereunder may only be

reproduced by not-for-profit educational insti-
tutions and organizations; provided however,
that express permission to reproduce a copy-
righted document provided hereunder must be
obtained in writing from the copyright holder
noted on the _title page of such copyrighted
document.
4. CONTINGENCIES

LIPCO shall not be liable to Customer or
any other person for any failure or delay in the
performance of any obligation if such failure of
delay, (a) is due to events beyond the control
of LIPCO including, but not limited to, fire,
storm, flood, earthquake, explosion, accident,
acts of the public enemy, strikes, lockouts,
labor disputes, labor shortage, work stoppages,
transportation embargoes or delays, failure or
shortage of materials, supplies or machinery,
acts of God, or acts or regulations or priorities
of the federal, state, or local governments, (b) is
due to failures of performance of subcOntrac-
tors beyond LIPCO's control and without
negligence on the part of LIPCO, or (c) is due

to erroneous or incomplete information fur-
nished by Customer.

5. LIABILITY
LIPCO's liability, if any, arising hereunder

shall not exceed restitution of charges.
In no event shall LIPCO be liable for special,

consequential, or liquidated damages arising
from the provision of services hereunder.

8. WARRANTY
LIPCO MAKES NO WARRANTY, EX-

PRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO ANY MATTER
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY WAR-
RANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FIT-
NESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

7. CHANGES
No waiver, alteration, or modification of

any of the provisions hereof shall be binding
unless in writing and signed by an officer of
LIPCO.

a DEFAULT AND WAIVER
a. If Customer falls with respect to this or

any other agreement with LIPCO to pay any
invoice when due or to accept any shipment as
ordered, LIPCO may without prejudice to other
remedies defer any further shipments until the
default Is corrected, or cancel this Purchase
Order.

b. No course of conduct nor any delay of
LIPCO in exercising any right hereunder shall
waive any rights of LIPCO or modify this
Agreement

8. GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be construed to be

tetween merchants. Any question concerning
its validity, construction, or performance shall
be governed by the laws of the State of New
York.


